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ABSTRACT . .

-Through_ syntheSis of 15 research. studies, this ;
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report prOfiles parenting 'Information needs and attempts to inbrease
UndirStanding of potential-sources-of parenting-information. It-is
suggested that the synthesis-4ayassist (1)' needs-assessment for
-prograe: planning and design,- (2) development'of'information
-_strategies_or products for parents_, and (31 istplaMentation of parent
edUcatim programs or program Compouenti: Descriptive research "

projects and intervention- piojects -were-in4lUded for dissemination
because-they wereturrent and-419hasise* child development. Jqintly,

"the 15 projects focus on two major arias, pi the _needs demain,(parent.
interests and_vroblems),,two 4p:darn:I-shaping fadtOrs Iparent

-attitudes and values), and two 'Fa-source-elements Ichannela Of
infoimation and sources ofinforialandi-formarSupportsW. Thefilie
demOnstratiOn-or-intervontiwpfojetts Spbniored-by the
AdminiStratioi_for Children, youth aid Familiee(ACIF) that were

- included in the synthesis all attempted to .improve. the level\of
'Parent_khoiledge. Concluding,tections of the synthesis provide a .

--table-Summarizing developmental tastiS, needs,, and _crises of young
parents, anda list tf recommendationscOncerning/parent'influences
on. information,, cont nt areas for. dissemination, appropriate amounts
of information,, and meeting the special need's of adblescent parentsx
(Lengthy abstracts of each of the projects diwuftsed'are appended.)
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a Introduction

TNFORMITICN -NEEtS° OF TAUNT WITH VERY YOUNG CHILDREN
J

..--
-k.

iotherh it. or 'fatherhood. :Wisdom accumulates through the experiences
...,, 'and knowlidgesita- lifetime : But' fortunately, all knowledge about
parenting doe t have to He learned firsthand in!, a 8910;1 learn-it-

the-rhard=Way: effort. :Pate ting' Can.be successfully undertaken 'by a
noViceltho, is *Applied with adequate inforsiatiOn. and who -receives help
fr6m 'fatally, ,.. friends, .siind,_t e. coinaUnitY. .

... . ,.

,

-This. report, attempts to

^

file parenting informati6dneeds ,(espe-
gially;iregsrding;Chi.14-;dev. pment) and' to understand the potential..
,aourls4es,:of such information. .There are a number of reasons why infoiina-

.,,tiOft:needs of parents 'are becoming more acute: New families today are 0
more likely to be separated frint relatives .e. living in small, ;wo-
gertelrational.units. This, separation has cut off, or at least. impeded,
aom, of the ,traditional and informal channels for transmitting child,
development information: .. Other familiesi, especially those, started by
YOunger, and 'teenage: parents, begin parenthood before. they have had their
owci full' share `of:, experience through which, to deveoi parentkng wisdom.'
Their me'ager -, personal, information, resource creates special demands on

outside 'sources. Other families ithose..ethnic origids mike them more

,,'..vu.lnerrible to the forees of racism,, economic inequality, and* social

instability -,have unique needs in addificn-tio. those shared with families in
. gene'ral's. They -feei/ia- particular pressure to reexamine and .redisCover

infOmaation and resources :that contribute to. their own heritage. These

and other pressures make -the 1980'? a time in which familieg will be
_searching both their owl inner resources and. the resources of the largers .

. community;-to satisfy their informaticeneeds. .

II

,1 .

.1 ,
3 i i *And wto will extend a .hand, in return ?, What' obligation do the insti-

tuti' s'of society. have to respOid.to these needs of the 1980's? To
e these issues, this Adminiatration. for. Children-, Youth and Families

heti supported many research nemonstratlan projects.' Material from 15
includedof these is in, this report.' (Other important studies 'bearing

on, this topic, of course, exist., :The present studies were chosen "be-
: anise they are current and because they' emphasize" the area of. child 4*

''',', development:, anialea' 6f plentiful information' resources which cry for
dissemination.) From the'seleCted studies emerges a picture of parents

throsiAkhoOt the United Stat'es in' many different circumstances, and with

Many aspirations 'end strengths. ,Hut- equally are seen theAsolation
and fatalism of parenti and young parents -to -be who plod ahead without

.. .
.-

k

aW:ki'doe needed for parenting is not bestowed along with

.4
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SUMMARY- OF PROJECTS

Age of
Investigator Parents

Miller ' . unrestricted

Age of
Number Youngest Type: . 6

Parents -Resea e , Location
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View: Hathe
_American devell:L'
norms

6-48 mb. 291 qiiesiioir.* ,, Puerto Rico
persbnal inter/ .

view /
3 yrs. personal bier- Los Angeles

' vie*: Spaniik, .
Chinese .6 English

1-24 so. battery of per- ,Minneapolis
sonaliinterviews,
tests', obseria-, /1I

Von at several
points in time

yrs. ail- question-
nailes/100
interviews A

-4444414,444

Rodriquez unrestricted 391

Becerra

Egeland

:SpaAing

unrestricted` 562

unrestricted 2.61

.
unrestricted 1558

.

o.

Epstein

ZItner

Grow'

Cannon-Bbnventre

Stevens," teenage

.:teenage 98.

teenage

.)

teenage

teenage 11i#

<3

personaljnter-
view obtervation,
card Xort

185 1147 mo inrional
interview> -
,

448 1-36" mo pers on al ,Milwaukee',.
interview

Boston

Detroit,
Toledo,
Houston,
Charlotte

Johnson

Field I

Field II

neither

.

<

Salguero

Warner

NOTE:

yrs: personal inter-
view: English
ow Spanigh -

6 16.24 personal inter-
n; view, pests of

.knowledge

<8 yrs. gropp 'sessions
k in community

unrestricted 149

teenage . 150

teenage . 90

teenage
. .

teenage 114

'Atl anta

St. Louis_

0-6 me. tiieekly home Miami
. visits: , __

0-6 mo7IITfint daycare. Miami, .
plus mother-NJ b---; .
training

135, 042 no. group,sessions !Baltimore
..in "Oink

child coordination of ,New 'Haven
not re- services 4,quited ,

coordination of New York
services,' daycare

and control sajects.
researdh, component which

teenage ', 118 2 mo.-

ch of the Inte projects also has a
liaber of parents includes both experiiental

,
s not described nerventionre.

*plut 20 service providers .

;.
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Introduction' -

information neededsta change. or improve their course. It is:too =WI N
1 to think-of these,15'studiea-as a natienal.parent.informatiodneeds assess.:
pent. tit, theican 1) contribute to the seeds-assessment process` Through
which-future-,progrinurle4libe Wined and designed, 2 utritutt-fo-fie..

-.'futUre 444e14pment of information strategie roducts for'parente, and,
'. 3) help guide the' sensitive iiplementatl-On of parent education programs or

program components.'
-\

-: -1

-
i

.. .

,

. ) %.
'

.-Abstracts-of- e7lifdiVrdilla7PFarects are provided-at the end of this
report. The,pfg-ceding table gives a quick overview liCiudingthe numbers
ofpar -apatite and the geographiC locatieniiversity is an evident
s gth, Many of thesprojeCts.included significant elemeritsoin addition
to parent information needs - but it was impossible tO include a wider
scope of.topics in'the,present limited. report. - .

,
.,.

x
.;;-- ...

'Is inforthation so important?
. - .

.
. .

-Why are-Parinti information needs being itudied'so intensely? Any-
.one who has'observed a confident, successful parent becriles intuitively
aware of the substantial anpunt of information!thht must have beeil the
basis for thatParentisskill and ilowledge. Going beyond such'an
intuitive awareness that'information must beimportant,.the research ands
emonstration projects summarized inthis,paPer help clarify how andwen

land why' information is useful.'

Why? ,,Information which has become a part of the parente,--iinderdtand-n
ing, or,knOWledge, is IthpOrtant because it is related:t6 many of the he--
haviors.of parents with their childienrent report includes stud-
ies which-measUred'some parent behiviors_in an attempt to identify key
.relationships between. knowledge and behavior,'

Who?- Maternal age emerges in ttietes studies as, an extremely imkortint
variable. Age relates to many inoWledge measures and parent skills,Ndth
theyoungedt parentsappearing to be handidapped by.having the least in-.
formation. Of current research Projects 4 -substantial portiol focus Main-

-1i,on teenage and stolescent parents.

how? Reiearchers are jusebeginning to learn how delivery of Parent-
ing-information can be accomplished successfully. Sometimee'the method

---Chosen-fOr-Aelthry is' not equally effective for influencing level of
parentinvinfOriation'on various 'topics. Thus it is important test

/delivery procedures to be pure of their, result:
---- .

Where? Procedures and loCation.of delivery are Interrelated: loca-
tions that have been used include the hate, day care, center, clinic, and
community' center. But theie hive-not been'directly.compare4 to- each other,

. , . .

,_ - .

What? Thosewho'delilier inforMition-cannot gaiUme exact underseind-.
. .

ing.of what information parents need or want. Inforiation needs on topics

I
/ r
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4

as basic asChild development norms may be different'for various papule-
,

-tion segments. The needs of racial or ethhiesdnorities,loy example,

---:--mhy-involve-unique
-collaiderations'in.additioni*o those common tb the

lafority7population.. Parints do. say they iantinfoxmatiOni and they re-

spond well to demonstration progr t rupply.it, particutirly if it

is seen 'as relevant and useful t4 their experiencis,,flfesty es, and

cultural values.

-
When? information-needs-that-sae releVant

.changess the Child gr

'and the taski of parenthood change. -Therefore information_mUstLbe

ored to the,"reidiness" of the.parent-to_receive it. Continuing contact

-with parents, esi)etialfy adolescents, reveals that new inforiation needs

oentinue,to.emerge-as the initial Ones are met.

I How Are Information Needs Measured ?'
.

...

Parents revealedltheir information need's through questionnaires,

.,interviews, and by allowing_reiLrchers tobserve their-behavior faith

their children. In some,of the queSitonnaires and interviews,* parents

were asked about information needs In a straight-forwardtmanner.- Other

researchers used a more indirect approach measuring related concepts

--through; Wich needimight be referred. The related concepts usedln the
1

:Studies were: 4.

-1.1!%-'- `-'T

1.-Interest in informatibn topics
.

.

2. Prohlems 'related to,parenthoopl-

.

', 3. .Values regarding Childrearint.

.

a-

4. Awareness of, use Of, or preference for various information

elsndhan

41

- .
. .

5. Awareness of; use of, or need for various sources of support.

/

,

While no adequate theory is available to explain the relationship

amahg these concepts, it seems likely that "needs" incorporate all prob-

leit and'some inderests. If these relationshIps in fact exist, it means

that needs, as illustrated in the followingidiagram, are a "iixeCbag."

4 For some needs (problems), the Individuarhai a negative awareness; for

... some (interests), a positive awareness., And for some needs (represented

by' 'shaded areas the- the individual' may have no awareness at

all. This lait group is illustrated by the parents'' need, for example,

to,bave infOrmatiopabout baby food additivest_even though she may never

have heard of them. These various kinds of nieds (and therefmay be others)

make,it necessary mhen collecting data to go beyond the-strlightforward

question, "What are your. iaformation'needse.

...

' -
\../

,
,

. .

By measuring interests and problems, the research and demonstration

)
. .

studies in this report tapped the two major aspeCts of need to which the

- , .parent pain most readily respond.' Scr of .the projects also attempted to

describe the parent's4unfelt" needs by using professionalsdudgdents.

.
. 7
/

C
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.71

a.

The concepts of childrearins values and_dsmplopmenta exOlectationi
are,not'direct-iiiects of need-but pay be thou of as diagOi vaiablils_
Atilt impinge bn need in various ways. For mewls, val4sjcp.01#pe ,,
interestivand define borders of problems;' expectations ca#:dbiarwiqd

-,

-4 -,-7
,

--:---t,___
. S,. --. f-;

.

of
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whether alqikiint_is viewed_as a problem. The values and expectations oif
parents together, determine- ich inforMation channels si'snurces will,
In .practiee, be "open", h such- 4pformation may be Feseived in response-
to a need,-and which of the broader sources of-support will be called on.

, ,.,,
,

,

. .

1- cJointlyipthe 15 projects have attempted to t\s.tnaltshot.of two major
. .

areas of,thCneeds ddmain (interests and probl ,lind to include in the
picture two externally shaping factors (ialues-and expectations), and two
resource elements .(Channels and supports). ,Thoie broad topics are used to
organize this.057ithedis report! '-

.
I

.

,,;;.)

i

0
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interests:
7_

...

As a first ste in. stilying' "information heeds" _several investi---;-
,-

-4ators asked about arent interests. These interests revealed a .7

positive aspect of parent information -

Parente are Interested in informAttion about the whole --child.

"'" - IsearChers-lisked -a repreientative--national:aample'lof 15Sii".
mothers-or childien'-under..thiet years of age. to -Identify articles Spain
they woulllhe interestedliiiiidieg on.a list Of 5Q childrearing .

copies: -'-'tie, top ,of4arents -.revealed diet they-hold a : _

bayneed.,:wholel;child- view.; 'The. study ihowed that material ?n ) -,, ,
three topica' Would -'.captdre the largest: possible readership: .t-

.4. anal or ,- --
confidence!',Bulli Your. ChilevelEvConfidencer, "The sick. child: what to do",

v ;- "Prepare -your,... ild: for learning." Top interests .contained , i
Action phrases, inialOts: "what-So do..'.., prepare .your child... ; game?

_Lt9:ea, !,hanOe..-i:,14 4-..:.1":. Parents clearly see themsleires in a faciii- ,.. 4

17;tating- ancciiiiittiw,:reii oca a vis.ifieirfyoung children.
.. ..

--.. '''' '

.7

But information' must be tailored to s arent differences.

,,4. : ..This same national- study took-50 parent interests cluster:. . P

- e-theat into -several broad areas to see which would be first cho for Sparling

iiarioni sUbgiduPs of parents. Three topics' (family coping, commu-
-inity'resources, and continuing child developlent) captured- the inter-:

Vekrzi,,,of avetage ambers of. parents from all. walks- of life.. But some
ia,f, eats:were greater within.a particilar _group- of parents. For
e le; :parertsWith a college education -haCas their first interest

ouoting'"general learning and ',development."
. ..... ., . , _ ... ,.

2n-tr ,itional parenthood" (which includes information -on
diVorce, the stepparent, and_the single parent) captured the first-
pla,Ce:interest of lore Parents with incomes over $15,000. The topic
whiCh eiptured- first interest kromcpovert vel minority parents, .

"Promotitig Realth,". alsci_gained st from to limiest total'
-number-oi.parents of all kinds,

. *. Reference citations- are given-In the margin with names of ptincipal
Iniketigators,from- the 'abstracts'in the second half of this report.

,,Pageumbers _from-the 'individual studies are not referenced since many
;reports are in first draft fori - without final" pagination.

.

.4
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'- Interests

8.

*
the need for tailoring informa-

readiness" of the pareAt to receive
.interest, information about infint

itindings such as thee suggest
tion so that it is matched to the"

1lb 4 it. For ekample, to be of greatest

. ,

Epstein

Janson
.

lodriguei

ipese topics... ...attract interest from a
higher- than - average proportion")

ot these groups

'FromOt.,ng general learning

and development

Promoting infant
and development

'Promating'health-

, ,

Parents with college.edbcation- .

lerning 'Parents ultha first child under
12 months of age

Ndnorityiparents who- are at
.poVerty-level-

'Social-emotional development

Non-traditiaral parenthood

Parents having two children

Parents having indome over $15,000

1
learningland infant development must be available during the
months the' first child In the family is under One year of
In contract, infonzation-on the topic of the child'g-i;Cia and
emotional. growth may bake-more sense later in the parenting process

- perhapi.when.there are twochildren-in the family or when the
child'slsocial environment begins to extehd beyond the family.

As further evidence of this -need to taiiOr information to the'
audience, 98 teenage mothers in a southeast Michigan. study, who
were expecting their first childspontaneously indicated a need
lorinformation on "recognizing and-caring for a sickilaby". This
same grollp,said ther,wanted additional information.on.cognitive

development ("how babielthink and learn how to sort out their
world")i,

A St. Louis project concerned with the role of cultural heritage'
in Black family life had the participation of- 149 families (each
with atleastanelchild under eight years ,of age). Ninety-eight
of thes4 families were provided tkaining' through three-dEmonstration

,

parent e'ducation programs. These parents expressed keen-interest
in information-that-had particular cultural relevance. In addition,

. among thclise topics that were, drawn from traditional American and

European psyChologies,.thepeipressed-the highest interest in social
development (including behavior and discipliner and skill building
(cognitive and perceptual).

Discipline was identified also as one of the top areas of
information desired in tiUerto Rico. A study of 391 families with

4

1 4
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Nip

Intoretts
9

mustchildren undek four years of age showed that four, mare lusr frequeptly
identified/aa areas of inforiation'need were: ;) udes toward

,-

sex, 12).-1.anilage`deyelopment, 3) discipline-Tin-4) feeding. The )

resiikihirS COnCluded that-these'andten adiiti 1 areas in Which
the parents_indicated in&rmation needireve = ed an-overall concern '
for. infirmation- by-thes -.PuertoAtican:_p4ren

Intereste may be distinct from prob/

)-

:_:.pne-*eudySlinaured-both interests d.prObiems of parents. Two
apparently parallel: items, (one-stateras problemi,7My chOdseems to
lack -onfidence.-7.,I Wish .I could-helqanitheTother as an interest, spalomf
"BUild your-child's'sOlf-confidence")- at very Tittle statistical .

.relationshipto:each other. Thil topic had a Mill rating as.an interest
but is=a,problem was reportel-as low In:frequency: (Most of the children
in -this study were young ands nay not have, yet deyelopedsproblents
ofgelf-confidence.) It is a hOpeful sign thai parents recognize the
-importance- oethis area,rigiidless of its existence as a current -Problem..

_

Thus,-it-seems_that expressions-of interest -- revealed a positive aspect
of information needs_ that-is quite_distinct from needs based on problems.
The nixt,sectionof this pager-will deal with problem4based'needs rich
concern parents -of very-young:children:.

. ,

ot.

1

1
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Problems

PARENT PROBLEMS-'

What are some of the infotrmetion needs 'thee ar not based
on likes or:interests 'but on -worries) concerns; or vrobleaest

Family coping generates the =at-problems.
/

a

,The most frequent:Pioblem.eaprepsed by,. parents' inya large
zi'ationel study *al _concern -aver Whether- of not-.they we "support -' f
,ing;; the chiles' . lecirnipg and leyelOpmental witential: ',Ieyond this, ,
the largeet group, of 7ligh7reted*. kobleie seemed to be-doncerped .- Spall fill;

difficulty
fismily,kOping. "This_ group included time-ilone- for :ihemiithei

diffioUlty ik: finding. a -babysftter, orking;', accident s; the demanding
. child, -parent,; fatigue, -spoiling; and -unwanted. adiriCe.. The -tWii.,,,_.- *

. remaining problems-in the top :twelve hid to do with to call
the.chiCtorsenci Child tantrums.

--"' .
The age of the-mother makes edifference: k. .. . .

_PrObleme'SUCh'ea--."I,wonder ithei...=sher.all_the_doc tcir"
`and-"I,wOrry that my -child will- get hurt, around the house" drew "
proportionately. 'higher:- responees...sfroim:Poiertr;level, minority ' Sparling

..-_mothers and from younger methere. TiMe- for one's 'Self; _child- _7
_aegitiviss and toilet training are problems 'which proportionately
were.oi More frequent concern to Older`MOthers and mothers with

.:- IIolder chilitreir i-ses ecially twoyear-olds..- .-,,,.. ,, P.,. .

Problemamay relate to.-changing lifestyles.

Indiandlithers who -have moved off thcreservation had, a number
.

cf- Cone-Orris that relate -to;the.apecial conditions'of urban living.
Some of timse concerns are-sham in a'` study Of 100 NitiVe American
fsatlies-ln California (50 of whom-live...On a remoteiteservation and
SO; in the -lay= Area) with at least One: child :Under live: For example, 1wow reservation TiOtherssentioped their concern yith' their toddlers'

.

ideiallopasnt, of social skillsr- Of "getting along- with others", but
"irtbanAlotluirs, sent-Iona ,safety skills - "keeping-oUt-of;the.- street." .

Urban Indiasielothers also "stresepd learningSkills While reservation
'mothers spoke' of moral' development," i.e. , of the ability to
"know" rtgbt: frees wrong." The urban .eiptherie concern, perhaps reflects
the'ehild's needs to deal with conditions in the City, while reserve-

1

1
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-. , .f' .
.

iicamothers are stressing
.

traditional Indian values of justice,
respect, and morality, ,

. ;

2' A -,
Safety pObei an important problem to,paren'ts'of very young children.

In a BaltiMote program"with new,teenaiellathers, where training
Vilcher was'aone in groups of five in a clinic setting the desir!,p know

more about_safety4:was_measured_at aeveral-points- during the-child's-
jirs year: These Young motheri contilimedover time to'havesi.
strong desite for mbreinformation alit:* the 'child's safety. Another
study,, however, found' a bficklash h-from safety concerns. The researchers'

..Epstein -Ooncluded,that when teenagers with inadequatO:afetThnowledge,became
over= - concerned about their infants' safety, their own fears:Caused-

them to inhibitor .restrict the child's activity. Thus, they deprived
theirchiid.of Valuableearning through. appropriate toyh'and explora-
torytory,behaviott.

A
"

more positive effect of a'sifety-contern, from f naticipal '

sparung, , sample ofhIgh-risk,-millority parents, showed that a high rating nn
r,-"Iyotiythaemy.4hild will get butt aiound,thpluiluse""predicted z

positiveinfereitfiri'such,tOpics, as "ThOick -what- to do" :

4andotger-yaried topics including, child indeperidence,,.unaerstandini
4 child speech, builditig-triist,-dealing with angry.feelitgs, and.builO,--

ing child aelf7confidence.1 :The.researChefvfelt thAtIperhafs:thisl-.
awareness-of,hdus5bold safety-as ao)rbblem,may be-a,bellwether
response.that'signals the,presence.of a variety of Positive interests.
,tegarding the child.

V.:
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Childrearing values. exPlain, iv many 'noses., why parents are
receptive to ce,rtin forma ,of; .information' and why- one ,parent may.

interpret 'a situation as problematic vzhile inOtheisees it an normal.

Many _*naliiegi 'suit le understood.inNterms'of:c ture.
-7-

*- file. iii

Qz

found *that theiCkilicidecon cillY peterogeno / ),- parents- -pleced a
4.Can parent_ ectucation Black families

great deal, of eilihiain'on.,_t childieliiing goalm of :reiPect- for
others;'and,-eldere;t",.:itidepentlen ,e,, 'obedience, 'hapPlness,.-hard work,
and-_-honesby..-',The2Yaluee-,iif ' respect andyindependence!were doCumented'
also it la , eampleceflowin\com lack:. parents-.' ,_..-

. _ 7.,

Tor. both-, servation mothers or the SatiAit- American,
-culture, the -galUe a4ult , role, was -'priisarily. that 'of giving ,love and
basic. ,c.are,iiheii- tfweWF41,4,:leas, Und*r'-!dne-leeir of .age. ', "loth ., groups
stressed- theegiVine.dfs, affection,_ _i . etc; 4".ciuld ling.; playing- with,
loving:" Reseivitien MOtherii iii14,64.to-,the ,role .0f the. another

-value -, of Obserisiii*AO "wateb;:c40f4,,,li", -id "Observe", and to
"get-to-Anow", thefhaby'.k:,,Thiti special' watching of the'baby is a '''
cultural norm', ot:Aminricin:-;;Indians,,,,,nio .believe that the _firs year. ,
'Of.,Aife is the revelat*diTef-the-"kind',- of person" the child and......
'144. continue' ro be. '' , ,-

. , s

A.-age, e u ationw-end income .e .

-.....N-3. ,

',,A national,Ludy7.-that4Ooktd at ,a varied population df parents,,,- _ .-.

niesauted' values-bir allowini3Oriits- io rank.sim...goal statements related
to thelf:children. On the average,, "to feel they are good ,persOis", spaiuns

-a; prOgreiiive:geal, was giVen'';_first ,importance follow& by to obey
,. :
- ,,,,,-,_ parenta",,,a_traditionalloal.K All three of the 'progressive,'goals were

i'., likelyi.rabe
i

-giVen-stiongisleffirmation.-by sothers,:who were older,
mothers who d-sore educilE044fir.moihers -who.hid greater income.
Eadi,'Ofth three traditional:-6108 were more likely to be affirmed

4 Eby .young mothere,, by tothereyithbless 7education, and by motherei
with~7-lese'-income; - . -*. : ' - .,. *I),

.
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Goals or Values, for Children, Ivortante Rank.
i.

All ,,,, Teenage 2 Minority .
. ,

mothers, mothers 'poverty -level
.7

-To-feeltheyre,good persons
TO think -for themselves
To'be'eurious, about ,maitY;:?things

Traditional

2 A

3
5'

mothers

s,

,-

To...obey:Iparent it 2 1. t...
. t-To. be polite to-adults : , . 5 . 4

: To- keep-, thilaselves nd :their 6
clothes clia6 '-

. , ,..
,

The -top :valned.child quality -for the general 'potmlation sample. .

"to feel they are .goodi:tersons" was fourth in the value system 're-
ported by ,a 'group -of phVer,trlevel, minority (mostly Black) parents.
'Such ,sharp differences engliesteUthat attitudes-or value scales can
help explaitgia predict differences. in parent information inter sts.

It's hard' to be observant -when .you. are a very 'Young. wither.
y.

..: descriptive study of` -adolescentr in Michigan- planned an
tpstein ingenious way "to, allow these yonng'women to reveal: sbmethifig of

their7 pet-nudes knowledge, and: skills e Measuring at 43evez,..a1.- points
in time 'and' Starting ,before`the'infent was btin;'-these. researchers ;.
had the adolesCer..s mart theirinterptetation-Cf ,whatwaS happening
on; Some videntagh of:mothers and The researchers also
:bathe young mothers shoir what they. expect of th4r -infant's .devel-
opment sorting (into_ age ,categories) 'ca with d&elopmental:
statements; and finally, they:Observed', the teens interacting with
their 'sic -month .infants.: From the *aid.- sort taslothe. t.::egss 'were
found to aceurate in their expectations kr Milestones of. basic.
care, ',health and nntritioiti perception-and sibtor ,development I
contrast, many of these adolescents greatlyderestimated the Intel-

, Iectual and Social' development of their infants. And, whe' these t

same :-young mothers plaYed.with their, alx-Month-olds, they Were
observed to 'care well physically,,foh-their babies but to understimu-
late them. Unaware -of hoW !Such, their babies could think, and make
Sonseof their worlds, .the teenage mothers did little to support
and enhance _the growth lof theiinfaits.

This view of the infant as a mere eater-eliminater-sleeper w
/Also evident in the measure of he teenagers' responses to the vid

19
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THE RELATIONSHIP.... OP EXPECTATIOf AND MATERNAL YOUTH TO OBSERVATION SKILLS

1 J

Late .ezpectitions,:of
:1,:cogiiitivie\ttilestones are gtiqins

by how SESt'.parents''',(Egeland)find
;by teenage parents: (Epstein)

,Late)expeetations4ar, r Aced
to low, quality .of "support "
and .assistance",(Egeand)
end 'ielat eir to. a, "no talking"
parent-tochild:style-Of
behaViol. (Epstein) _

. ,

1

a ,
Understandinif of 24 month
behavior (negativism, etc:)

--) is related to quality of
child care provided by

Support progiaMe fo ens
`stop tob, early or some
major tasks--and crises_ Of
parenthood .(Weichei,
Epstein, 'CinnOn4onventrel mothers. (Egeland),

affe should help 'young. mothers
leirtt to observe awl to,
recognize the .vatioUtt mean-
ings OS child behaviors and
to be app;Opriately res on -,
Sive.(Epstein, Egeland).

1

Adoleticents. choose parenthood
to be. "needed and roved".
(Epstein, crow)

Younger tiendge_mothere ;tire
less ahle-than:Ulaer'teens
to observeikild behavior-
a6cu ly. ,(Epstein)

1- 4

The egdeentrism.of teenagers
causes: them Ao';11SinteriTei.
the' child's noncompliant
behaVior air: a personal -rejection
of .the mother' rather than typical
behavior of a twoYear-old: (Egeland)

..

O
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Attittides/Vaiues_.

16
,

/

tape. On the average, they could neither observe the signs/of learn-
ing in the babies, nor recognize the appropriate actiyities by-which

q . Ap the adults Were stupporting this learninge InfintsItudYing and
": exploring otjects'werei often deicribed as "doing nothing',or at best4 "just pitying". Moreover,-tbe*abiliq 6 observe and' interpret 1

.increased with- age.'. The younger.teenu,,When givena chance to'
,

t,
.tobserve the videotapes again after they had had.six months of parentihg -,

,/ --experience (thei own children were six months/old), did no better\
han in'heir prenatal observations of the /APes... ;This suggested,
that the capacity to modify-one's expectati ns 'after actually b

4=-'coming Ienent and 'observtng one's ownabywas alsosa,function
of maternal-ag , ,-, /

.,..

e :

,
, . ,-Anbther study of*267 by SES mother-infant pairs in, Minneapolis

Egeland showed-iimilarresults but at a latei point in-parenthood. Measure-
Zientsnf the mother's, develppmental/expectitions for her child were
significantly related to the observed quality of the mofhei's support

, and, assistance she and her Wo-year-old worked jointly oh a .

prdblem although the inagnitude(of the relationship_:was quite small:
Yothers WhO expected iheif-Zh*ld ;oaccomplish7certaih-deYelopmental
ilk.treetones laterthin average also scored-low on".thcLqual#yof care

P
. quality of,attachment assessed et Wand 18 months,And other mother and

Child, competence-- measures given at two years. The first knowledge
dimension reflected the mother's understanding of the developmental
significance bf.the behavior-of the two -year old. The, knowledgeable
motherhad some awareness of-the developmental'importance'df certain
child behaviori and interpreted and-understood these behaviors from
the 'child's perspective. : The seconddimensionhad to do with the
parent's'" understanding of their potential-for influencing their,
children.- This dimension rellected7,Parents' awarenesebf a cause-and-.
effeCt relation between their actions and their children's behavior.
The mothet'a confidence in her ability to affect her child's behavior
'was also reflected, by the'scale.' .

'

.-.

0 , . e.' 4 . ;, r .., v
, Jointly,these two studies suggest AU area in which information,,

.

interventions-might be undertaken with adolescent parents'.' This most
critical area includes observation, the understanding of observed be-
havior, and the recognition of effebts of parental behavior on
-the child. Interestingly, his set of skiiisfs similar. to the "watch,

Minor carefully", "get to. know" role that is a,cultural valueLof the Native
,\American mother. l'.tniair bethat observation as aevalue (as well as
: a skill) will be, a,productive focus for Intervention.

"Yf , %
e
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. Channels
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CHANNELS FOR,INFORKATION / .`.. > ..

:.
, 1

I.
Parent information needs _seen to grow gut of_problems and

interests; But how much information is nee Pd? Where da.parents-
.,

. go tesetisfy-these informatio -needs? Andl,are the channels and
sources open' and available? , ,.''

.
. ..

. .

The amount of information Used-siege to mallesa difference.
.

-:, : , , , ,,. - .
, .

Researchers studying low-Income soihdre'identified two >\ *3 ,

care groupi.(one excellent, onevinedeqiite) in order to Oslealm Egeland

something Rbatit theAburces of information and their relative ,

importance. The gathers who were rated as givingexcellentoire
to_deir-children.reported that they of more information about
child development framtheirown.chilahbodexperienCie and from .

relatives. The-eiceilent pare.group alio used lihe adivice'offriends,A'
and,inforgation frog media ind'edocational sources.

. , ,

.'),Therotal-amount of information available was studied by a
diffeient method in,the Puerta Rican research. The.investigafors Rodriguez

.\ 'S

,

..,

wasted td-find out If the use of reading ii-alnethod of gaining
ipformation,had-anythipg to-do with the :use-ot-ootimunity resoigt!s,
specifically health reiburces. The oindy found that the same -\._

A parents who used private doctors ind'pediatriCiansiork,the ones
.,,

emore likely to read about WerioUivreas of child deviAppment,'.-Thus; : ,

some parents were getting Information through initipler.channele
while othery were receiving:Inssages almost exclusively from friends :
and family. The researcheps concluded that there iln urgent need
for programs which Bare bleed predominantly. in orientatioli'aid counsel-
ing., :)Lbsing'ihe,weil-accepted interpersonal channeLilervices of
thit'type,might,.,canpensatefor the,tendendyof some parents to

. underutilize channels suCh:is bookelnd physicians.
. , . ,

0

z

4

.
.

.4'

The same channel doesn't work.for all information. -4.
.----- . ,

. ,.

,-.Jminage motheAl who had received prenatal and perinatal services
',_

froevCrittentOn agencies four U. S. cities asked Which sourcec
Zitner

of, information 'pay-had consulted in the first year'after-their babieV
birth. Most of them reported readingand watching television programs,
and overi.One fourth of them had attended classes. Physical-aspects of
child care were the topics the mothers recalled most often from each of
.

...
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these media sources. Although parenting classes` or meetings ,

were remembered as focusing principally .on the physical care
, of infants, child develo0enE content.was mentioned relatively
often. More of 'the mothers who attended parenting classes con-
sidered them to be helpful. than did those iihb reported iarenting

,,.... education through reading or watching television.
.

. . . ... !. \
.. One --liege, representative' sample of parents, were asked -where

. sParlins they would .prefer to get information on several parenting topics.
. They were allowedto-give first and second Choices., \Thelichoices ' .

show that e preferred channel depends on the-specific kind of 4
..

information: eing transmitteet-For example,' interpersonal channels

. were the ove elming preference for -- topics .dealing with- childrens' . .)

.
i

or family 'Pri/blems, while books offered an,scceptahle second-choiCe .
, channel for information on child development tor_the_teichincof, .. t

a ,,, ,.', children. .Dodtors and nurses,`theoverwhelming.,ir4terpersonal ,

. , "choice lot information ckh growth ind;development, were-preferred: .. '..,haVdly at 4.1,1 'as, ft source of information nlhow to teach children.
, . ,

I

\ . a

1 °' Area,
.,/i Most Frequent 'Most /F'requent'--. , . Y.,

.. 1 :,...........0, c---- First Source , Second Source.. %.

..
,

- .

\ 'thillen's.problems Ferniiy& tFrienai,7' Doctork& N es
. "- i

, Ta'mi.ly problems Family '& Friends Social '49 es'
.n. --GOith and -development Doctors & Nurses BoOkii- .

How tO\teach children . Courses .4 .Te2Wers Books
.,>. / .0 . ,. ... . .,

,

\ A greater reliance on .fr.iends, relatives and -personal exper-
. Rodriguez , iences as sources of inforatation.was r_ eported. by parents of young

Children in,Puerto Rico. ,Informafion on almost every topic including

p chiiclren's- 'protlems (toilet training, sexual play, ,discipline) and
tygeneral."---ireas..(teadhing the child. and recreation) vat receivetd pre-

docinany through the channels' of friendsi relatives; and the parent's
own experience. The topic of feedings was, the-only area where parents
reported .using a more formal source of knowledge (such as .reading).
From ,this. study it .was. obvious that mothers and caretakers generally
"-continue to 'obtain their/information about childrearing from'the

. .
traditional, culture sources, - - ,

. . , w . 1 i

The arent's mother la the mo -t universall 'relied upon information

J

'

.
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che'nne 1.

. 1 -
, Hattie. Americans "living in is California 'city and ,o a California

, .. Miller . reservation both' identified the mother as: the newpare t!s best source

.
of help ;with a preschool child l'protilem." These young Indian parents
listed sisters and spouses as the next most helpful information "N

__ ,.. b sources.
r----- A

- Black pa nts, S ; Lohl. ,identified the mother as the most'-`11'nd (1A-..
Johnsin helpful source of childrearingl" informationb identifying the spotse,s-

tr

IT"
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,. 1 . Teen parents 'in southeastern Mic gun attested to' the enormous .
Support and childreiring assistance of their own patenta. Parents 'Epstein

-.',1.si i (the child's graildiarents) -,were identified as the_ single 'most -important
1 source of whatever child -development and childrearing knowledge teenage

parents posiessed as ..they' first assumed the parenthood. role._ -Qnly ,a .
. ssiall-propotain'orthetie teens 'tali their had unresolved 'conflicts with. ,
their own yarenta osier how to raise theitbabiel.

I

. 41/

parenting books, and courses or teachers as other primary siourtes,
of helpfq,1 information. For this Slack- population, only a' small
percent reported that professionals,/ sotial agencies; pamphlets,
or their dhildren's-schbol, teachers were very helpful as sprees
Of inforiation for them. -

7 .., , ,
- .

logrOup of over 100 low-incOki Chinese adults were 'less likely ...than-rtheir white counterparts .to turn to professionals -'for !Deters*
`.' tion. These 'patents were farticipants In.in ethnically heterogeneeks . .

.study in theI.os Angeles area Which included .HiSpanic; Slack,- Chinese
and white patents with childretjaider three years of .age.. The Chinese- , -,,parentis were sore likely fo.brali on their social'netiorka of tele- -s. .

'.! tives, friends', or neighbors:. ' .,

-
.

Vase parents are' rece tive to some` channeltk' which in fact don't deliver.
.

:Even; thotIgh parents in a national survey identified doctois and
nurses ;is pieferred sourcei, of child development information, other '
studies rarely found that.child develoolent infOrmation.was deliirerud.

\ through. this Open-channel. Although teenagers' health- care in south-
\ **Stern Michigan was well piovidsd foi, the findings abOui the.medicil

'discouraging. sources, teens identified the medical profession
Epstein- profession as a source of .child development infOrmation.were more

pa one of the least frequent providers of audi information. Child
development. informail.oar-wiknet even provided in maternity hospitals
where mot.4ers and babl#1 spend_ an average of four, days. Not one teen-
ager reported 'receiving any child, drevelopment information beyond
instruction in basic-caregiving '(i.e., feeding,, bathing; and diaper-

, ing) during her stay. Although information about their babies' growth
' and dbvelopment inks too rarely prdvided', teenagers ,were vocal in

their 'apprediation to those doctors and nurses Who did take the time
to explain things and answer their questioni.7Thus the 'channel
seemsto ,continue to be open from the young parents` perspective. In
this Study., even though the medical - profession .was one of the least
likely past sources, it was rated as obeof the moat preferred Attire
providers of child, development information.

2 5
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-Informal Support
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SO CES INFORMAL SUPPORT'

.
... at- .

:*k:- ..

. -7- .* The provision bf information is a firatetepc.in provdding the -

r olitirehensiye- support that parents vf.very -young children need. Does -.
anyone, go beyond- the provision of information.antUtct on fiehalf or in
'colit,paration with the young Parents? The research.studieiflin this
-report document actiona'by therfati-iay. of -origin, friends-, 'aid. fatherg
or Ole partners. .-. ., 1 , --

t .
....

..4.

1

f

8---Bei ettould be moderate, not too much or too little.
P

.

.cklescent parents in southeastern Michigan were more likely to
hive-positive, "sharing" style of foothei-child interaction if they

had Pert»ttme help:Iron grandparents 'and /or the baby's father, as Epsfitin
oPposet,sto having do help at all or full time help with child care.
Ey 'eontiait,: a leas desirable "directive" style .of mother-child inter-
action was\,,,more- frequent-for those teenage mothers Who dichellthetir,

- own child; dare4.10.thont- either part -.tire or full-time assistance.
e reeearcfrrs aituly-.conelude that ttio much or-tab,little

involvement :11.th her baby may be problematic for the teenage parent. .

If -she"is too involved, ite young mother may feel she. has lost a sense

o

of direction In- her' bwn
and -may therefore be.
hand, 'if the teenage
alwaya'in the tire of

nothing had changed), she does tot 'have the chi

interactive style With her infant.

A parallel finding was shown in research with 448 married and un-
married mothers in Milwaukee with children under three years of age.
-The mothers in this .gioupffixf received a high degree Of finglial.
support during the childus eirly infancy were likely to find child,
Car& arrangements difficult when.the children were eighteen ,maths
old; ii-c.wared with mothers who received a lesser degree of femil-
ial supporE-This suggests that parental, especiefly;grandOrent,
support'ipaY be offered _generously at first, but in lose' Gilles' slovoly
withdrawn *just at'a time When some of the most difficult caregiving
occurs and when the psother would life to initiatelsomneir activittest
outside the hose for. herself. k

e (She ids not free to go to school or. work)
directive with4ter baby. On the.: other.

&rent .is not involded en ught (leaves the- baby .

others while resuming. he i.fe as .though
certo develop .a mutual.,

I

w

Grow .

ti

. WI

4.
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Informal Support
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'Early agency for teens may encourageidtg'Aamily suppOrt.

"- -

In a reverie trend:to-the4!withdrawal" of family support, the
ziraer

-

'young mothers who had received prenatal and perinatal service's from

a Crittenton agency had,a year,later, strong sources of.informal .

familysuppOrt.. Over three quarters of-:these teen mothers were
living with, their family of origin a year after the birth of the
baby, and half- reported that their parents providedlitiancial .

assistance-and babysat for them. It is not certain-Whether.or not-

these young, women will continue to receive a moderate levekof
1support that will halp them into the transition to adulthood,-but

-1
`researchers of this study felt that the families of origin were .

providing much of what these young women needed at this particular-
.. °. point in their parenthood.

'Teens are unrealistically hopeful about gettimuchiIi\dare help;

Michigan.teen parents were asked before their babies were.tiorn

stein what type of child care arrangements they thought would -be available
later. About onequarter of the teens said that they expected
be the' sole caregivers of their- infants. In actuality about half --""

turned out to be solely responsible.- ihis was mainly dueEto the
fact'thatIewer teenagers found their parents were forthcoming with
the assistance they had expected. While researchers felt the family-

of origin.was providing a helpful and substantial amount of suppoit,
it is apparent' that the teens themselves entered parenthood expect-
ing that grandparent support Ovuld beaveh greater than it was.

yw

. f

The young father gives less support than does the family of origin.

"'These same yo g Michigan mothers were'more accurate in pre-

Epstein dieting whether to age fathers would help with childcare. Much

less often did the expect or receive child care from the4ather.
Thus, their plans ere not basted on an unrealistic expectation of

this support.
-.

A profile of'father involvement is provided,by reports of

Zitaer yOung mothers in four cities who have received Crittenton agency
services.--A-year=after--the-babies-were-born-f-almost-one -fourth -of--

the young 'Mothers were living with a husband or male partner and )-

'almost one half continued contact and received some financial
,assidance froi the -baby's father. The mature of -the contact ranged

from"seeing 'him at school" to "dating him" and-included contacts
.centered on the child such as "visiting the baby and bringing him

gifts."
.

The new mother may feel isolated from the support of frie

4
A consistent need, expressed over'a three year peiiod by one

fifth of married, and unmarried mothers studied in Milwaukee, was

27
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-. a 'desire to__meet with other young mothers, This need-for_psychologi-
cal support from peers inthis fairly stable, white population was -..

expressed ,more, poignantly as a_-sense of isolation by youngerteenage
parents-in several.Other studies.- ln a Bostonreseaich program,
teens. from 'several' ethnic_ backgrounds whose children-were under two cannon-

years of age reported. that,_ as new mothers, they had a lack- of, a
friendship. network.- This -made it difficult or impossible for them ..

',..rto iet up child care cooperatives or other types of bartering arrange-

1 -setae- which ;can 'help to stretch' limited financial resources. : .The

BOston researchers concluded that: the. -absense of a network of friends
contributed 'to..the probability of child abuse and neglect, depreision,

suicide,' and marital stressi-- .A similar population of teenage clients -

'tit- a New Haven health clinic were described as depressed and as having saiguelo
little or -no Involvement With schot or peers. The' Hew Haven clinic

%provided 'weekly- -visits :in -the_ home in order .to-teach parenting

,skills. The-iesearcherss feel'that perhaps because of the client's.
&pithy,- the hoinebotmd aspect-Of the prograti was attractive and

successful ,..- since- it- bioke to some degree the -isolation of the -new
mothers.- - ., -'-

.. een motheri in,_another- study reported -more opportunities for

seein friends, Usually other young mothers with babies,-or peers
witho children. --Moe* .ot.. these mothers (who_had used- Crittenton
_agency 'services intensively) were satisfied with the frequency of -"

contact with friends which for most of -then was at least once a-

-week. While the-researchers did,not speculate on this _Pd.ssibility,

-- it..mly. be that :these_ young mothers, most of whom,were living in their

Iliac:of _origin, re_ turned_ to, pia up more or- lass the same- friendships

titty had priOr to_pregnancy and the birth of their child. These
young mothers-May haVe been continuing their old life within the ..

family of origin, maintaining social, contacts that were satisfying
but _superficial as a resource for-. parenting.

The transition from almost exclustive dependence upon family
supports to a more -balanced support ffom family, friends, and comu-

t- nit), is_ a _change that may well require along'period for the &doles-

- cent mother. When this .transition occurs forcibly and before the
teenagerhas had time to= mature personally, the- results may be the
sense of -isolation and apathy that hall been reported.

Zitner

The type of informal support networi makes -a difference.

Ax. study of 180 Atlanta teenagers revealed that the structure _

of the parent's network is related to infant development. A net- Stevens
. work which is highly dense and- close-knit had a negative relationship.
Having more females in the network was, on the other. hand, a mignifi-,
cant predictor of both -the mental and phytical development of the
infant. 'For example, among the females; interviewed, it was common
pract_istsforshildron-t-e-visit-with-tite-teinfage.Wither's owtfaidther;

28
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) aunt', sister or girlfriend. The' visits occurred with regularity .
.

-,,:--; .

.

and .of ten lasted several days. / Sualt- arrangements provided for
'the infants,:diregivere who were eager.tcI interact with them and .
who yalued,the-linterchange.. They provided for the teen mothers,
helpers who Shared the duties and responsibilities of childrearing.
(In- addition to the findings regarding support networks, the study .

also. -eonfirmed that the degree to which teen mothers were wars and
verbally stimulating *as an important vatiable inplaictineanfant-

_ .developaient.). .
, i... . . ...',

These data provide evidence that certain types.aocial net-
works may be better informal Supports for Black infant development,
and., for the teen. mother. The young mother."-a.Ability to construct
And maintain theseiletWqrks .seems-predictive of.Aler infant's develop-
ment. Students of Black famillAife have:long.:argued that -multiple
raothe-riirrii beneficial to the -Child. ...This:idea receives .some'
confirmation in' the Atlanta study..

When informal, su rts are not available formal su..orts are used.
r , A,Sornewhat different 'siipport patterri.was.utilized by aAgroup,=:

,,.. -- Ma ed-women in a Milwaukee study were. 'likely: to have more informal
offilii.ighily older mothers frim a white,'Idid-western population,... -.

`

i

)

Crow

1
supports-than unmarried women were; more likely to have someone to
turn to with childrearing-problems; and more likely to be helped by

. i

rieighbors. A married woman was-also more likely to be involved in
organized social activities in her-community: The Unmarried mother,
with fewer informal supports, was fax more likely to,use fOrmal 1.,,

II

at,

community resources.

4-1
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Beyond the- information and help mothers get informally from

.

friends; several" "studies looked-at the. availability ,of
services,provided- on'_ a 'more formal basis,..by the- :community (churches,

social agencies, Clinics, schnols, day care, services, etc.) ..}Most

researebers considered -the- use of such services positive, mature
.behavior and therefore they looked for instances of_awareness and

-

Early formaL help -may pay off later.
-'- ;.----:- v p

The Michigan study' found that the longer teenagers had
prenatal program (either schoOl- or clinlcbased) ; the less likely Epstein
they:were . to - later use -an -unstimulating and-non-talking- , style .of
daregiving with-:their babies.,.;Tbe- investigators conclude- that since
it is reasonable- that uphese,prenatat'sidOlestent . programs focus first
on the.imeediate need, Li. , -pregnancy, and child birth, and only second-
arily on the - .garenting ,respensibilitieS-which f011oW-later, $t ids,
lOgieakthat only teenagers with 'prolonged prograth- involvement will
be- eMpos o this later area of childrearing inforiatont

,- . :
. rHowever, it ma be:the intensity ofthe forial service innolve-:

sent that starts the.mother, on the road to.: a more active rather-then :

passive xole, For "example-, mo-Thas-invOlved with Crittenton agentY ' Zitner
seri/ices who had _longer periods of early, service ency -used

more support:_:services - subsequently. ,This pattern .of subsequ use

of -iforsial- support -services was also true for Black mothers and-belt .-
educated mothers..

. ,- ..

. ,

FrOm a Parent's point of view some, services' may not be '!available"..--,---.......
In: -Boston; most. of the teen mothers studied reported;"geing to

only one, or ,tive 'soureei in seeking 'help for various problems. A
felt; of the- Mothers did, not '-go to-anyone ;for help in 'spite of their

reported n ed. ,The fairly small number of help ,sources ,used and

the ,subs tial-_,number -of women who, sought me 'help- bear out common
observat ons s.ervide-proildera, that teenage parents are sometimes
apathet F-or slow-about:seeking any assistance-.

Thee teens, in contrast to the ones described earlier may have
established a pattern of non-seeking of resources, espe4ially after
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Rodriguez

Johnson

tt.
7 ' Young `parents, say -- "give us Concrete heiV,s=:-'4
4- . - ,..

Peopl become parents While, still adolescent, going to
4, School and liiing at home, ,face a special set of problems. A

Cannon- group -of Bostoirteenage,parents were clear ,about idtntifying need .,

Bonientre for help in such areas as, financial aid, `food, clothing, child care,
health, job training:and-placement,- and medical care." .They had
identified their, needs very specifically and sought direct help
in Meeting thOse:needs. Another study, in ,four -cities', tried to

Zitner quantify the needs for formal support- one ,year' after the child's <
a birth. Financial and .housing needs :were the most frAquently mentioned

- by about two fifths of the, teenage parents. Child dare and job-
. related needs were reported by more than one .fouith. These probleins

, and others,may at timesjbe- intense enough to 'eclipse the child .-
,development problems which may not seem -too 'urgent by comparison.

some. initial failures'oto get help. The early establishment ciritt
a more adaptive pattern' 'and the expectation that blip will be
forthceming'7 COupled with the teality; of available help should
beartlimportant,Itaski.of -society. _ 1,4

. .t.

In -the -Puerto Rican study of pitents with children under four
years of aim, certain. area's of service were not used by parents.*
Although health services were -generalli:paed, .in areas like counlel-
ing -for fainilles-and children, 99; of faMilies did not.
receive any type of ,help.' ;`A broader ;pattern of -underutilizat+on
of = coimaunity Services was reported, for Black, parents iri \St . Lauis.
The serviceswith the lowest usage rates psychological serl.aces,,
family counseling, Well-baby clinics, hospitals,. and cu] t lind
(recreational services; The investignitorscanclude that !these-ser-

a ---=<vices were :net ,biin&--effectively extettOed to InClude.Blacyfamilies.
The failure to=m -information auk:services available afficts,all <r
parents but can have its heaviest impact on minorities.

4

f

,
Early child care is the -need.mentioned in the largest number of " ..'

, studies. ,.\.....

,"

Welcher Parents in many of `the studies, included in this report identi-0,,Epstei.
Zitner

n fled child eare_as a-pressing concerne: Researchers in a New Haven
program attempted to4cQordinate health and-parenting ,services.offered

isiguero MO parents ar-Fpanarreatr-erriarvg .,c n a om
Black, Hispanic and wbitetethnic-;groupl, These xesearchers identi-.
fled' the' absence of '44 care facilities ilia the .commUnitsas_the
major barrier toteasy return_tii:-Schlioli-c-aiisfig child ere to remain
the::.teenar-motherlis- isijorCOficern, Investigators.reported that

CanaciF: young,parents studie&n the Boston area need dependable and accept -
Sonventse . able child Care,*Oi- a variety of reasons while their children were

Infants; to , congete itbeir education and job' training, tit hold down
fobs, to care life maintenance' tasks such as errands, medical



;Ito
appointments, and the like; and simply. to have a break from parenting.
for "Personal and other adult actiiyities. , In An ethnically heterogeneous
,study in the Lo's Angeles area, at least two tBirds the' parents said

, they ,would eake advan age of day care centerai'if 'the-It-were available.
4..Less!than. one kart re current users, but those who were, most fre-
'?':quent ly mentioned f training;: competent care, and !educational
,,pragraiss 'as the b s cause Of their satisfaction with the;. day care
',services provided./ When asked to characterize 'what they,' considered

. to be the ideal' type of child care for working mothers, the predominant'
choice was' that of -day care centers - even though they were not commonly
available.

Formal Support
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-Preventive health care is used more for mothers than for abies.
.

The itudy; in theLos Angelesarea included a iari of ethnic
groups: Hispanic, Black, Chinese, and white. The m ity of -parents iecerra
used preventive ,services Such as Pap tests and .pienatarcare for their'
own health; .PrelientiVe.,Care in the. .form of' immunizatiOns 'and. well -baby
visits Were notequally 'titled for their child., Awing' 41 groups of
parents there was a general lack of knowledge about the need far mediCal
screening of piing children and about -its availability. The concept of
taking a child who was-not ill to the doctor seemed difficult for these
low-income _parents to comprehend. Cross-cultural.: diffaences appear
td , exise regarding attitries toward preventive 'child health care.
Mexican-American mothers wereimost likely to -doubt the necessity for
wel/-baby.examinations, and to be unaware ,of. faci1ities providing such
services. .Education, ,.of course,. appears tnbe a .potent intervening
factor r, less educated parents, xqgardlest: of ethnicity, were more
likely to 'dispute the value: of well-chilftare. ''

-st

',Quality of Wervitre is not -the only -hasi of choice.

Medical care for young ,childien studi d*in Los Angeles was
usually provided by private physiCians, although not, as, frequeOly lecerra
as Vas the case withadult care.- The white and Chinese parenti differ-
entiated by- he likelihodd of the child's physician being A pediatrician.
Whereas about three fourths of the white children went to vpediatrician
,,for' their regular care, 'only' about half of the Chinese children received
:,.septices from a pediatriCian. leasons given by Parents for the selection,lair...ohilsits4hy,Aioix thisdifference. The V

thiiiete said that "recommendation by friends"' and "language spoken."
we e.-the ,primary..reasons for selecting the child's doctor but' there
we i-ret.ii;:if-any-i--Chinese pediatricians fracticingein Chinatown. The

',white parents, on the cithei-hand,_said they eaected their child's
Physician., on:. he basis of, their "own-physician' s,recosomendation" and
for. the "sat faction with care" that tiiey expected to, receive from
I chosen SOUT4t

N'NN,

:

=.-
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Language can be a barrier toy- -r iving needed. SellVices.1
, .

When asked if:they were ,aware Ofthe acation Of free prenatal.
Secerre services, all ethnic groups had-greater'Swarenes than the Chinese/A'
4 parents. But the English -sPeakinkChingse were-more awledgeable

than their non -English -sPeaking peers on thIg.subjece.' e language
clearly played at'ole'ln the parent's knowledge about thssvai bility
of prenatal services, it Aid not affect the parents recognition of
the need forSuch-servrces. While ,much fewer:than half-,Of the.

Chinese parents knew; of the' free ar'inexpensive services, 90% of the
Chinese women sought ,prenatal care throughout- their pregnancy, from
other health service providets (including herbalists). The rpsearch-
ere'conclude'that jUst as fanguagetas been shown to be a barrier to
service formaMy,other minority groups such as Hispanics, it is a
Significant deterantlto the use, Of,services for at least one of-the
large40ental popuAtions.pf Los Angeles.

444-
. '

1 Epstein

a

1

.Teeng sS that earl .arenthood lessens their'abilii to achieve
educational and career goals.

.., -,.
,

. ..

One,fouith of the teens in southeastern Michigan's study
pontaneously said that having the baby.meanf.they needed -to do
'more with their lives - finish school, and get good jabs. :Before
thg baby was born, teens were ?ptimistic about their chances 6f

,".achieving something at' chool and/oi work..SoweySt, aftei.parent-

., hoodoccuired'thii respadsibility-was seen as significantly lessening
-7', their to . ,,ability t achieve these goals. ' .'

,.
. .

. ,
, .

-.
.

-_For those teenagers, in the-Boston research, may young women
Cannon; and some young men-foUnd that becoming a parent before completing
Sonventre school and trt4ning often meant foregoing school all together, -.or- 4

at least Mein interval.of-several yOars: Locating andaffording
child card'were-imjcir-obstacles for many. Conflict between the role
:of,parent and 'strident was difficult or impossible for some to cope
4eith... ', -,-,,

Epstein

. Thus, in the area of education, a formal service which is
supposed to to universally available was, in reality, Sometimes
out_sf reach-. ,Those teens who are fortunate enough to be enrolled
in a school-based program (which helped them'deal With many of the

-.related-problems suoll_mClagd care and transEurationl welfare Services,
etc.,) gave praise to the ,programs.

A
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PAEBNT'INFORN*TION-ANDBIRPORT IN FIVE DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS

r Five. ACTE 'intervention' projects deioi strated tvarious. fOrMs of service:,
to parents.' Each one tried to, improve- thejevel .parent knowledge.
The ,projedts were of three- typea:, two prOidied ytiouo traininst through
classes in parenting; One cOordinated,exiiiting services' nd,'"attempted

information war:readily- available; .and two provided focused
>-- support in the form-Of-day job, training,,,':orAOmei*isitation.

ribs-, the , positive results of each of these.approachen it is- apparent
that ea s- appropriate, for certain parent' clients. 'Clearly, many =

options,exis n_addition to the ones-prepetited.here and cases
hybrid ,approaCheeiiould be .the most -desirable, -depending-On -,*local;
conditions., In -the 'following descriptions, the demaistratiOn. projects
reveal an4rtay 'of. op inns fibm-.which local service providers 'might
build-their own.-sitategies for providing information and ,ther forms .

support' to parents. t .

Group training, is, an attractive f ainin information._

The 'St. LouiSproject p ded training to 98 Black. parents
in -ten group sessions over a period of five"yeeks.1 Three curriculum Johnson
.training Models to ,proVide the _Parents with Childrearing and child
development information from three different .perspectives were devel-
oped. The three mo-delS vere a traditional: white approach, an inter-
inediate*prOach,, and a, .Black cratural, approach. 'Each presented a
unified' conceptual basis for delling,,with various' facets of child

.development: The researchers hypothesized that training based on
the Black .cultural experience would yield sipnificantlY different
results than training based on traditional ;:*Hite; middle- class parental
training philosophies nand programs. .(At. the time- of this _report,.

"analyses, were. not yet Complete comparing the outcomes from the three .

approaches.) -

.Evidence from the parents' 'evalUation of the experience showed-
b' the trainin re ardless of its

losciPhical orientation., Each .of the models had two e ivery approac es;
d. the lecture method as _the prisary'approaCh, and the, other used

. some lecturing'with greater emphasis on discussion, participation, and
audioVisual aids. Topics such as "Development of BlackSelf-concept",
"Development of the Child's cognitive abilities", "Building of Black"Development
nationhood concept"-were included. The positive evaluation which parents
gave aid their generally expressed interest in continuing evenafter ti

.
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the ten sessions had ended gives some confidence that Rarents
enjoy learning in a group setting and appreciate the opportunity
to hear a well-organized presentation of:resodrce information
from a sympathetic group leader. Of the various demonstrations,
this was the only one. that concerned itself with parentp regard- u

',less of age. It occurred in acentralizeddommunity ednference
facility and did not depend.on the availability of.a school or
clinic site.

41

The Baltimore demonstration, using group meetipgs in a health

We lcher clinic setting, timed the'five group sessions in tht, first year of
' the child's life to poincide with well-child visits to the health

cliniC. Three meetings-in the second year were timed also to
visits to the clinic. Thus, the strategy for-this demonstration
was to spread out the grodp training sessions in order to key them
to.development.and the changes that were happening in the life of
the young mother's first child,

The small group sessions were led by an educator and included
-up to eight mothers with theipbabieff. Values Clarification and the
'group.proRess were important ingredients of theprogram,.with young
.mothers discussing,the topics and often exerting considerable, peer
1 pressure. Role playing was-practiced on occasion. Sessions lasted'

approximately 45 minutes. Where appropriate, thebabies helped in
the demonstration of partidular behaviors. The young mothers
obviously enjoyed thesesessions and had to 1:4'Oursuaded to:move.
out ofthe room when the session was over. The mothers' knowledge
was tested and cores ere classified in three levels: least

knowledgeabl erat 157:knowledgeable, and most knowledgeable

: As the'program ed, greater proportions of the mothers move

into the category desc ibed as most knowledgeable. This, was tru

- for .ali subject areas, but not equally'so. (for example, improvement

in child development, owledge were considerably greater than improve-
ment of knowledge of basic child care.) 1

Prpgrams in-both Baltimore and St. Lodis had as an objective

the development of new curriculum materials which, when completed, may
act as a stimulus or resource, to efforts in other'ldcations. Group

sessions,especially where there is!opportunity for peer interaction,

, appear to hold promise asa forum for gaining knowledge needed for
parenthood.

4,1

Information flowcan be im roved throu h coordination of services.

, -

One project providedsome group training sessions, but beyond

Salguero this, had as a major goal the coordination of services offered at a
4

family oriented health center in Nair Haven to meet the seeds of the
community's sexually active adolescent, the pregnant teenager, and
the mother and child after birth. This strategy involVed the project

in,wide-ranging activities. In orderto attempt to reduce the inci-

7 5'
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'deuce of adolescent pregnancy, inforaition was delivired about health
and hOman sexuglity through pamphlets, a newspaper written by *doles-
cents,,hea1t fairs. and individual counseling.

.
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In another major ffort of coordination; i-the project 'entered .

_into:a consortium of agencies Which included the local high school. .

The goal*was,to maintain the health and'continuing education ofpiegnant
teenagers. - The cooperacing'agerteiesyorked-to prevent adolOscents
from dropping out of school and to facilitate their return after delivery.,
The AM project provided workshops for the highschool faculty'to help
them be more sensitive to the problems the-adolescents encounter.

,To personate-The coordination of.services, a Primary Worker

. .

was assigned to*each-adolescent client.at the time of tht pregnancy
test. The Primary Worker was central.tothe delivery of mental health-
oriented,services for adolescent-mothers: The Workers insured coordioa-
.tion.of services with follow up and outreach if a breakdown occurred.
The Primary Worker Magadvocate for the adolescent both-within the Health
Center's system and in the larger coOunity. .1heinxestigators in this
project feel strongly that services, should continue over--a sufficient
period of time to .help adolescent deal l-with many of the -major transi-
.4ons That inevitably occur in the first several years orparinthood. As
a part-of thetotel-package of services, they have provided an infant
stimulation program for the parent and child until the ehild is three'and
-a, half years old.

1

When professionalikattempt Ur keep in mind tale total support needs
of young parents, they soon Lind themselves attempting to fill gaps in
service that pose major problems for the young parent. -The New 'Wien
project is concerned about-the problems caused by one such obvious lack,'
infant day caret and is attempting to find a way,to provide thii.service.
This is the kind of service that can !re difficultto piovide but that
profisaionalis concerned with coordination and comprehensiveness feel is
essential to the total picture.

...... . ,

Focused ort and information deliver can roduce ileasureabl'i results.
0,_ . ,,

.
!

Two stodies conducted by investigators in the Miami area used the
strategy of-focusing on a few key elementi rather than the coordination. Field

of all.needed service' resources. The first (designed to provide parent
training intervention, to a group of 150-preterm'infants and their teen-
age mothers) focused On the direct, onerto-one.teaching of the mother in
her home: In effect,this strategy assumes that the Mother-child relation- , e..:

vint-for-effective. itiretWiiriBIT.--maire-azio-iway--------
c ode.to'foCus on day care for .the infantsaMd job training for the mother
is a potentially productiVe combination of intervention efforts. Both
of these deiOaStrations were carried out 'with.sOphisticated research '
designs and extensive asiessments.

k
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, 'The biweekly, home-based, pa t.training intervention was

proVided fora group of prematmrel born.infentsand their teenage
mothers. After school visits were designed to educate the bother
through information on developmental milestones, childrearing
practices, ekercises and age-appropriate stimulation. The stimu-

latibn,activities focused on the child's sensory motor development
and on mother-infant interactions.' Thefmothers were trained to
perform the'exerciseswiditheir infants and were requested to
practice these'daily and record the time of each practice sessions
Toys were prom' ded as incentives to the mothereof the intervention
group.

Measurements taken at several points in time showed a signifi-
cant advantage for the moth'ers infants who had received this

focused and relatively inexpe iv

le
intervention. Ai.four months

the teenage mothers who hadAeen visited were more knowledgeable
about developmental milestones, and shOwed more desirable and less
punitive childrearing attitudes. Their infants had greatet'weight

( and length than-did the-preterm control infants. When observed
together, the visited teenage mothers and ±n- nits --received more i

optitalface-to7face interaction ratings than did the control group
, teenage mothers and preterm infants. At 12 monthsthe.preterm
-infants of the teenage mothers receiving the intervention-achieved.
significantly higher Bayley mental scores than did the control grpup. 0
The visited mothers talked to their babies more frequently durpg
floor play interaction and they, in turn, vocalized and played ,b

more than the preterm infants of the control group.
.

Im another Miami study this same 'type of home vislt program
yield was compared with an entirely different intervention strategy. The

new strategy consisted of pr iding day care for infants in conlunc-
tion,with Job training for e mothers. This'approach wqs slightly

broader than the first, bu still could be considered focused on
what the researchers felt ere the key problems faced by these-young.

mothers. They chose this ew strategy because of some of the patefH
nal coping difficulties no d in the-first program; the failure'of
mothers to return to school seek lob training; and the continuing

-

poor financial status of the teenage mothers.
vt,

*. In response to these problems, the second program organized free
nursery care fori the infants anthpaid job training for the mothers as

teacher-04e trainees in the Fame nursery. The researchers hoped
that the program would impact on the"mothers'.socioeconomic status'
by giving the mother financial support, job training and incentives

------to returrt-ro-isthuut wevit-poorgthaorlotpftlyment:/terttm-stanw-ttme-,----- --
the program provided a stimu4atifig plea to leave%theiroiinfants While 4f

.

in school or at work, education in early &Jiggering, and additiimit
time and experience with their own and otherlffiants. This program

provided (as a part of the aide-training)athe same information oti
infant stimulation, developmental MPestones'and childrearing attitudds
as had been offered in the hooli--based intervention.

:1;.
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At the time of this 'report, this project had not,reaChed a point
of final analysis,..but-the!preliminary results at four mcnihs showed
positive effects of the day care,, plus job training prograM\over the
control .program.

.

These Miami projects deaftdtrate the wisdom of making i iudg-
, Joent on where, the greatest payoff is likely to occur and.theujocusing
service efforts in those areas. The perennial scarcity of funds makes

o this an attractive strategy. The cleanness of design and elegance of
methodology in these two studies.enabled the researchers to deOwnstrate

been
ected

the effects of their intervention. Comparable effects may have
present in sane of thb other projects,.but may not have been de

1 because of the procedures used In total, these five demonstrat on
-pfojecus proVided procedures, curricq1a, and demonstration uset to
thcise who in the future will take some act1on on behalf of parent

Information'produtt's are n eded.

A'number of the' reported projects produced materials for use in
their own programs, for themospart assessment or survey instrumen s,
and in one program a set of culturally sensitive child development n.;.1
In four of the demonstration projects materials were also designed'
for transmitting information directly to parents. These quite varied
material's include a manual for the teaching.of a model parent educa- ,

tion curriculum for Black parents; an'educational curriculurd for use
with school-aged mothers in the prenatal and perinatal periods; a set
of informationcards and toys designed for homevisit education program
brochures and a newspaper' as, vehicles with special appeal for the deli-) very of health information to teens.

Some4Of these m aterials are presently available and others, still
in draft form, are being distributed on an individual request basis as
shown. .

'.:ICUitently Available

* Manual-of Black Parenting,Education - a text for use
by parenting educators, other professionals, and lay
persons for development of a cultura'll'y sensitive and%

relevant education program for Black parents'

Projected Jost: $10.00, plus handling
Availablefin summer of 1980 from:

Robert C. Johtison, Ph.D.

Institute of Black Studies
6372 - 6376 Delmar Blvd.
St. Louis, Misiouri 63130
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;
1

, 4: TAPP? it - 11 brochures for teens; dealing with

human sexuality, contraception, the pill, menstrual
cyCle,

Cost: $5.00/kit

41c Teens Cool Out - a newspaper for, aboutand by teens;
dealing with a wide binge of health issues, sexuality, :

arid teen problems

Cost:. $ .50/single sample issue; $2.00/subscription
Kit ind.newspaper available from:

!tz_!e..,. Carlos.Salguero, c---

Hill Health Center.
130 DavenportAmenue
New Mayen, CT '06519

,

In Prepkration

. .

4c Exercises for.Stimillatingeand Interacting. with Infants -
'information.cards td\improve'infant motor skills and . ,

i mother -child interaction; photographicallx-illustrated;
E4 to be used with homemade toys; -in preparation

_ _ :,..,'
A

For, information about cost.and,availability write to:
1

Tiffany 'Field, Ph.D.

Mailman Center
UniverSity of Miami Medical,SchOol

Bok 52066;,Biscayne Annex
Miami, Florida 33152

t.Educatioval:Curriculym for School- age 2arents'- a text
on helping adolescent parents cop; units on,sexuality
of-teen parents, peer and mutuaLsuOport, family planning,

w,.._,Iatherxesponsibilities, etc.;,fifth,gtade reading level;
acdompiniedby six booklets on safety, infant health
and development, in the first:yearrin preparation

4

For information about cost and availability write to:

Doris Welcher and Rosalie Streett
Child Growth and Development Clinic

Johns Hopkins University
405 North Caroline Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21231

. ?y

- 1
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INFORMATION NEEDS 'CHANCE

, t\ .t. s . -
. .

\One potential contribution4A the-15 studies.'-is- -the creation
ta of a mosaic which shows solie,of the variation in parent informatiOn

-...,' needs. One important-variation is that iihich the passage of time
produces. The tasks faced by a parent of a .toddler are not at all

*'" ,those that were faced when the 'child was -a newborn. Information
needs change as the tasks of parenthood change. the table entitled,

.,-PDevelopmental `Tasks, Needs, ,and. Crises of 'town Parents" (Which
incorp rates results from half the studies) provides a brief ilummary
of some f,the .Ikajor time-related events of parenthood,. These
events a particularly important to teenage parents anri to:otfier
young parents of. limited educational background and financial means... .

Needs Change
35

s , . j'As was documented by several researchers, parents, I needs *
increase 'dramatically after the birth of 'the child - the, end of the dCarinors
prVghanby does- not signal the'end .:of.-their needs. .Many services df. . Ionventre

4information and support to teenagers are typicall/ concenerate.d. on -

pregnancy and the early postpartum period, leaving moat young
a rtpstei

parents without support=about si* weeks-after birth. However,
researchers who had 'continuing conticewith`adolescent parents were
convinced that new needs cropped up after the initial ones were met.

o -It is neither surprising nor unusual thatsthese new needs, occurred -
* 'they are simply the reflection of life as it 'presents new .challenges

with the passing. of time. it was clear to those -researchers- whd - -
observed carefully 'and felt deeply for -these young parents, that time
was needed for-maturing. - Even though they have become parents,
these young people have growing of theirown_to do and must reach
maturity ankfinancial independence before it is reasonable to 4.

expect' their problems to diminish.. .. ,

.
`,

.
. . .

,, How logg isustteensge parents
.

.be provided with significant .
support services? One researcher believes that programs must con- Saliuero .
tinue at least two years after the birth of the child.ld. His observe- ..
tion suggests that after the young child begins to develop autonomy, - _
resentful feelings occur in the atother and these need ito be worked
through before the mother is left on her -own. Another researcher .

4

found.that when children were three,years of age married and unteartied Grow

liotheiiiihciiiii- liiiiiiiiiitiOSCii spouse or -stale Partner were -evil-71-4
in satisfaction-or contentment in their life situation to those who
had this ,potential support. (Mothers who- did"siot have the support .

'- of a male partner were at something of a disadvantage and were less
... . satisfied at earlier points' in time.) Another possible consideration

.
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Prenatal simmosmon

.

At th tins
of a afoot'',
pregmency.tept
an !sponse'
educational
eeportimity
Slay-exist

(Salguero)'

Birth

DE4E LOPMENTAL TASKS, NEEDS, AND CRISES OF YOUNG PARENTS
0

The longer -that teenagers

areinjempresstal program
the.less likely they are to
biaast-talkiis with their
gabies (Epstein)

12'nontbs

Younger mothers are especially
concerned with theme.problems:

- - - - -
I voider when I should call the
doctor

- I wonder what ay haby.wants when
be is crying

-.I wonder if spoiling my baby

- I worry that my child will get hurt
around the house

- I.wish my husband would take more

interest in our children
(Spieling)

t service program are
*bout siiiesks 'after birth;

daisies follow-up are
ly statistical cheats.

(Cansenzilonventre)

One of the-most important
services for tees parents to
'locate is infant mad child
care. (Cesson-)ionventre)
the lack of Day Can is a
major barrier in repurning

.to school. (Salguero),

24 months

When their children are
IS months. unmarried mothers-
express more need for financial
help. infant day care. counsel-
toe. and job training. (Crow)

Adolescent sopers need someone
to'help them "negotiate the
system". Short term dependency
on another adult may be the teen-
agers,' best chance of long -term
independence. (Epstein)

the topic of "promoting Infant-Learning
and Development" is df interest td mothers
when the first child is less than one
year old - the Information it of no help
later on. (Sperling)

Ihesttopics interest younger mothers'
Sore than older mothers:

0

- Techniques for the baby's bath

- Caring for the premature baby

- When is your intent ready for
a baby-sitter?

*- noising a family as a single parent
(Spartin8)

36 months

Between 18 months and
three years there is
large increase in the
use; of formal community

resources - especially
social agencies.Aawyers,
and publichealth nurses.

(Grog")

These problems concern slightly older
Brothers - especially *bait the tine-
the child is two years old:

t

- I's having trouble getting
child to respond to toilet training

- Help brothers end sisters get along
with each other

- My child vestal what I ask her to do

- I wiah I had mere time for myself

(Sperling)

Service needs change-over time. Early on. sedi -
col service and education are appropriate. but
thesi are no longer adequate when the young
parents' needs turn to recreation. housing. peer
group support; etc. (Hayden)

-0.
21:o critical 'times exist for intervention:

I) Shortly after birth -
- mother must be aware infant is capable
of rpciprocsl relationship

- mother must be aware of issues of
separation. clinging. and curiosity

onFaulty planning and ceraception
. is.an Initial and nejor clIncern,

but with knowledge mothers begin
, co .:greet their attention to'

other setters. (Welcher)

2) During the-sec year -
- mother must be re of issues
.involving expl ration and mastery
of 'noir separation, indivt-
dualisntion. and socialization.

(Egeland)

Family help (from relatives) way decrease
about thellme the child becomes an setts,
toddler. (Epstein)

9
ffipt
fp
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Needs. Change

3?

in the length of support programs for adolescent parents is the

availability of many community services for *Alia the child. becomes
eligible at around three or fedi years of age. :These services
iaclude federallY-supported programs such as Headstart..

Whatever the'criteria used in deciding whetqlrograms can safely
be phased out, there'is clear concensus that at.ithe,present time
most adolescent parents fact a very serious andidebilitating service
void. This lack of available service occurs shortly after the birth
of the child and' continues until the adolescent has accomplished
the unfinished taAss of education and/or job training - and has
weathered the child's transition from infancy into the mid-preschool
period.

A
, .

sA
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The recommendations derived from the studies included in this paper
Are organiseAround. four broad areas. _A variety of actions_are relsEed

:toeachsreui (and are - summarized in the table entitled "Basic' Areas and
/' Retoimended.ApOroaches") . In-the_following narrative, the recompended
approaches for each area are introduced with a broad question Which has
timelypolicy implications:

. FAMILY does the hance information?,,
,

4

It

A

is clear that 'Information,, once it is "broadcast". doei not-always
fall. on receptive ears. Thus, provision 'of information is not 'enough , we
aniet:s.'be:aware of the carious -hurdles this information must dlear_,an4 the
yarions,_ grtes it:must .go through.: Any agency which \wishes ..to encourage
the dissemination of helpful information to parents *at understand more

-luny' why:information does .-or does-mot" flow. The ',research -studies of

thia,present reportairongly inplicate the'familyOf the target parent as
_major:,Actors In screening or enhancing information and ,ervices. . A series

-of three approacheS.,(erithesia, individual research, Jana intervention) are
_ . _ ,. ,

.recoMmended,-Wresponse to thiaiuestion;;';' , '-

.

I. A sysithesie ore:Iv:sting knowledge is needed i)lriCh would review the .

inP0Mation role orfamity iimbere-; esPecially,:the'adulitlevales. Teen-
. age-parents appear to Suffer or benefit from -,the absence or presence of

-a support network involving whighproportion of women: The role of
-,

information, as one eleMmt Of family support, ,needs to b, clarified
Within the limits of the-existing-,literatUre. -' _.

, -

y..
* '2. *A1.oei t-de z ied di nchai research projectroject is needed to \olarify

theinfo_m_c_i _t-ionizZ note of the grandmother. Th* grandmother £s identified
in, many -of, the- itudiee summarized in the 'present paper -'as a central

figure in, the infOrmaticni ,nee ,ind community service use ,:the \young

parent. This influence is cited sosietimei as positive and Solietirnes as,
negative.:, Since-it is not clear how ,the grandmother exerts-her pervasiie
influence, -a research study, perhaps using

.1
anthropolOgical techniques; -

.
. seems to be-

..

indicated. , ,

,,f .
. ,

'`

3. Provide an intervention which diMonstrates thiiiaffect of inVo.iViV
the granenother. Many ofthe current intervention projects, comment On '.

- t!ie desirability and -theT likelylikely of involving the grandmother or.

44
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&lac
Areas of
Study

A. FAMILY

B. ccerrerr

C. AMOUNT

(
D. TEENS

BASIC AREAS AND RECOMNEVIEdAPPROACHES

Synthesis

nvyvvuuna

Basic Research Demonstration
and .r

Intervention
.Development ,

Product Technical

Dissemination
and

Assistanc-

of existing
Knowledge

,

Individual
-

Coordinated

._
.7.

Review the informs- f

"tion role of the imb.
fatly, espedially
Bale adults ,

.

Study the role
of the grand-
mother vim a vie
cosiunity
services

f

-

.

Demonstrate the
effect of intervention
involving grandmother .

,

.

. .

.

.

a

,

0

.

National needs
'aseeelneent

(stratified by

. .

Report results for
'curriculum developers;
provide technical
assistance .

Provide print products
to the geneal.pUblis

Send newsletter through
existing or new programs

ethnic group
and age of child

.

.

ego.

.
.

Print products with an
"interpereontr flavor

Newsletter keyed to
the child's age

summarise options for
aervicelinformationLbvariationilo
establish criteria mrdetermine
for "Success" . ;

Study, of natural

criti
cal lass

,

Determine needed
langth'of support
forteee parents' .

,
.

. .

.
.

1 0,
. .

.

t ,

.

,
'

Review psycho-socipl,
influences on the gawetiology
adolescent '

0..

Savior the ientribM-
.

tion of maternal
observation idd

Study the
of

.

.

.

Television National broadcast

.0

.

,

.

,

Report to policy. makers

early, unplanned
parenthood

a.

.

. .

Deturl,ne limits of
teen ability to gain
observation and

program

.

.

' 0

sensiivity to the
childts-well -being

- '

-----------.______

"

, .

.

.

, '

.

_

a

.

_ ----
Document the

sensitivity ikills

.

value of early
child care to
the teen parent
'

,

.

Demonstrate the
useiulness of

*/'
peer-peer training
and 'outreach

.

.

t.

,'

.

b

.

.

-...,

,

Puielicise the tested, ,'

75sOde/s" to the health,
social watki-and educe-
tion professidhs.M ,-

w ,,--
providestechnical'
assistance

4u



Recommendations

2.

other family members. Noiever this family .involvement has not been a
Major, evaluated, strategy of the demonstrations; Researchers observe
that many service.programs seem to bype4A the existing intergenerational---
system rather than to stupportAt. A well- documented intervention such
as the one suggested could provide new insights4for service providers
and.cOUld Clarify the critical, interaction of information and people.

41

.

B. CONTENT What information shall receive general or specialized .

7' -dissemination?-.' .
.

.,

- .

Since' information and other serVices
1

are.necesiailly finite, a
reliable guide is needed for. establishing content priorities. Realistic
soils are needed that can be achieved within the limits of resources and

:time. The present synthisis paper and the 15, original reports provide
important, guidance in this area. Individual results andthe mosaic of the

s, 'whole can beused.imMidiately for many curricUlum development and. service
. projects. HOWever, the:greet variation ormethodologies among the studies

..,.

leaves gaps that can-be,filled.only,bri more coordinated effort. For,

'thaereason, recommendations related. to this question include a two-phase
\ national assessment and several activities that build on the'eeds7
\-. assessment. ,.. . .,

/ "
N 1. A 'coordinated research effort taaroduce a single national inforoa-
tion needs,assesement'is needed. This project Shouldbe logically con-
tacted in two phases: a) design, aid instrument,developmentokand b) im-

. \jlementation.. The first' phase could-build on the strong. leads developed
.in.previouslysfunded information_projets and could revise and consolidate

..y

'some' -of the instrisients from these eaeisfresearch,studies. This
Might be done' 'at' a'singleresearch site'suided by a:national advisory

...

age, of mother and child as well as by ethnic group,s8 that both mmon-
idally.dispersed.researchers. 'The sample to be drawn shoul -by
Committee. The second. phase would be carried er of geograph -

. ality and.variatiOn-could be described in ,the results.' Existing.A
.

, .

research has focused -on Child"developient information needs; this focus
could - usefully be,expanded*in a, national needs assesment to include the
broader scope of information defined In' the concept of "parenting needs."

,

i
.

1,

- 2. A gt4idePooh of results of the national needs aesessmenta, specifically
designed for ourrtaulum &iv elopers,.zhould be oonrniesioned. CommuniCation

lc, to curriculum developers and program 4evelopers is often taken for granted,
but in this Important instance should carried out with great -care.
This product should.he in addition to the usual project report. ACYF
could,furthi assure the field use of these' important results by providing
technical as istance'fo'curricului developers interested in producing

--information roducti for ,parents.

P3. Develop a.oluster'ofinformation print pro4uoto with a "interpersonal"
flavor. NOY product's will be sGggested by the rational needs assessment,
but a first group of these might be immediately commissioned by ACXF.
jo the degree'that thesm,new products reflect' the needs of the 1980s,
they might'perform the function of somek-of the earlier, immensely popular
Children's Bureau publications. CUrrent research has shown that parents
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. apireCiate communication through other trusted persons and that they

continue to respect print .materials. Thus the new print items ehould
'attempt to "speak" through the voices of certain trusted individuals,

such as: "Teens Speak to teens", "Doctors talk about child development";
"Parents talk about how they solve'family problems."

4. Develop a parent newsletter keyed to'the child's age. . Inforsiation

needs change' dramatically as the tasks of parenting change. A newsletter

timed to theage of, the first child in the family would guarantee that
information would be timely, and that parents would,notbehurdened with

.
content outside their area of concern. The importance-of "readiness"'for
information seems tb be a significant finding of- studies in the present
repoit. .A newsletter's usefulneis to future'needs assessment research

should not be overlooked; The newsletter itself, or the mailing list,
provides ideal'entree,to a population that can periodically give useful

feedack and updating to ACYF and tolocal agencies.

Providiprint.procycts to the general public through g6vernment
printing. ,The ytevious low-cost availability of usefulvrintproducts is

' a disseiination strategy which bears repeating.
r

. .

.

6. Disseminate:the newsletter through ezIstimg and new programs. Consider

the possible future dissemination directly to ifidividual parents. Howev

many service programs could provide a central poinf'from which newslett rs

could be mailed or disseminated. This might'build a stronger; more
positive link between'a.local resource agency and, the individual paren

C. AMOUNT How much. information or service is enou h?

When information is used, along with other services, as aisubstantial
intervention to h'elp families with signifies" toi persistent problems,'the

question of an end-point:arises. The desire 04Whe service jrovider is to
provide enough support,hut not to overwhelm the parent or family. This

latter course (service overkill) has the potential for creating dependency

and of wasting society's resources. Currently, the amount of service is'
determined by "professional judgment" rather than by any empirically
aerivedguidelinese. Recommended activities related to this basic area

would provide some progresg-toward generating needed guidelines.

1. Existing literature andyrofessional opinion should be synthesized:

a) to produce options for various combindtions.of service and information
andb).to *stabil:ph criteria for "suedes*" for information delivery and
other services. These definitions are crucial to the research Aich is,

Bugg ted in the following paragraphs. The definitions depend to a

subs tial degree on professional consensus.

Study naturally existing variations to determine the effective .

ritical mass" of services and information. A possible research

strategy would be to.study families who are on the borderline of success-

? fdl family functioning. By identifying those who make it and those who
don't, and bykstudying the natural variation of amount and dufation of

4//
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information. and supports available to these families, a meaningful
definition for critical mass. may be derived. A carefully constructed
study of'this sort might gb beyond the basic issue of PtotalamoUnt and
duration necessary" to important questions of how generalization or the
learning of processes contribute to the critical mass of information and

support.

3. Through an intervention which varies thew ength of treatment, demon-
s ethe needed length of support for adolescent parents. APst previous

Lute eters have suggested that current programs are too brief. It seems

like y that the adolesceit parent represents a special case and will not
be f lly described in the "critical mass" stilt,. Natural variation in
that tudy may not have enough spread to reveal the optimal length of
suppo tl Thus an intervention with planned variation in the length of
Beryl e provided 'to randomly. assigned subjectaimalled for:

D. TEENS low shall special needs of adolescent parents be.met? ,

/ . ,.... ,
. .

Adole cent .or teen parents hate bgen,included' At a number of po ta in.

the research approaches suggested for the previous three questions. owever

this vulnerable population is of'aufficient social concern to warrant
special effOrton its behalf. The research.effort would range from s
of existing kn'ovledge to dissemination of results.

.)
,

- 7

1. The ierature on.psycho -social influencis on .teenagers shoUld
revialed azd succinctly summarized for the use of. researchers and
)gervicepre?vicers concerned with,this population. A, general under andingi

of adolescence may be a missing element inthe efforts of some archers /

and service $roviders tounderstand the reproductive and parent in be-,

t .
..

illavior of teenagers.

thesis

4

2. A hasic\individual research project should be.ca;rted out to c2arify
the etiology of early, unplanned parenthood, Based on the projects

dipmariied in the present paper, it appears that most rese. ens and
service proViders'have-little if any understanding of the "why hind
the dritatic\incresse in adolescent childbearing and childrearing:\ Teet-
agers who report that thersre not planning for parenthood yet use tone
of the three lajor decision points to opt .out of parenthood (birth con-
trol, aborti ,.release for adoption) constitute a aharplyiincreasing

7
Subgroup of yo th. Therare in fact parents but have gonelwOrough none of
the.usuai prep ration and conscious accumulation of information and ,
resources foepitrenthood; This research would probably involve survey

. methodology using a two-stage convergency technique. The descriptive ,

results would be\of use to many programs includihg the pneerecommendedi
in the followiAg item.

3. Develop and disseminate a television, program which would report the

I re:8ml*, of the atiploglueuvianned parenthood study. Recent prime
time television shows such as "Guess Vho's Having a Baby" report the
fact of adolescent pregnancy with` no substantial insight Lato the Az.,

49,
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V

Such insight is, needed and should be shared with the general public. ,

This program could incorporate also the results,of the following two
research activities which have to do with possible limits on teen parent-
ing ability.), .

.4 t
a .. .

4. Review the lfterature describing Ike contribution of maternal observa-
tion and maternal sensitivity to child! wal4eing. There are Suggestioni
in the studies of this present, report that some basic maternal mechanism
roughly described as "observation- sensitivity" is correlated positively
ith age and may not funCiiqn adequately below s ome minimum age.

di
i ,.

5. Determine, through a demonstration proddct, the limies of teen ability
to gain observation.andsensitively skills. A few intervention projects
haye had the training of observational 81:1110 as an objective, but the focus
has not been on teen parentsi This recor tided studyshould involve the
entirc, range of teen parents, especially ale youngest, so that if a
critical age exii.ts such that the' egocentrism of the teen interferes
with her maternal tasks, that age can be identified.

- `
6. A coordinated basic search study should be mounted ,to document the

value of early child car to teen parents. .liesearbh projects in the present
report have. identified t e, absence of reliable infant care as a major
stumbling block which keeps adolescent parents from completing some of
their maturational tasks. Various other' studies report a significant
impact on the schooling,, economic power,. and-mental health of adolescent
parents. The, level of confidence, in these, scattered findings could be

raised considerably by a coordinated,.natliraliatic,data collection in
several locations of the nation. This study (or coordinatediset of
Studies) world document various outcomes for adolescent parents who "

did or did not receive adequate early assistance in child care,. One

of the possible complidatiOns of this study may be that in t*ical
situations a very small porportion of adolescent parenia-may receive
enough.outside child care help is enable them to reach'their maximum
potential as-youug adults. If thii is in.fact the case, an intervention
study with specified levels of care may be the only alternative ,for

exploring this area.' (This study relates also to ecommendation

7. Report the results of the contribution of early child care study to
poZ.icy maker at various goVeramentallevels. Policy makers ask an4

have a right to receive information which documents the likely outcome
of various social programs. While many people will continue to advocate
for early child care because of, its face validity, an empirical base
would be an important contribution to the policy process.

8. Demonstrate peer -p training and outreach as ecehtral theme of
an interventior?"proeect .th adolescents._ knumberiof th studies of

this report highlight the isolation and need for Peer support felt-b y

very young parents.. This, combined with the interpersonal quality
valued in most information transact ions, suggests that youth who are

...I 0

,) .1:
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already involved in informational or intervention programs may be the
best link with new or additional teenagers. The "each,one teach one"
procedure has worke 4n other instances and -may have strength in the
areas of rep ion control and/or parent education.'

9. Publicize the AC!? "tested, models" to health, soCiat work, and
education professions. The various intervention projects described

thipreporto.as well as.other tested procedures, could be. written
up "models" for replication Or local application. (Most are not
fully-validated models, but would serve a useful purpose to local zom-
munities attempting to explore an area new to them.) Special, effort
should be made to contact the health profession (especially nurses,
public health professionals, family nurse practitioners, Pediatricians),
and to alert them to the'Salguero andWelcher models which emphasize
delivered through clinic locations. Technical assistance' from the

grantee could under, contract be supplied to those who are
attempting- to replicate a model..

Each of these approaches is seen
on the other, in an attempt to-clarif
cloiser to resolution. In'avery inst
implied. The detailed examples of d
which some effort different from the

.re

as a series of activities, one building
the central question and bring it
ce; dissemination of 'results is

semination'represent'instances in
rdinary:it'suggested.'

F'
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Information can-play-an important role in the area of human services.
First, it is inexpensive compared to other services. targe numbers of
parents can bereached through information that can be repeated many times.
Secondo_inforiation isle, fitting itself to alternate channels of
transmission. It can be delivered redundantly to increase its effective-
ness., For Maple, personal delivery of information to parents may be k
repeated -and supplemented through print or electronic media:f

A third
autonomy of, th

or heeded. An
considered.
tionglay
preventive,
patible.ei
not (and it
player.

rtant feature of ,information is,that it preserves the
receiver., Information is not coercive - it Can lie ignored
the beat types of information.provide alternaties to be
contrast to some other foims of social services4-inforwa -
before problems' occur. Thus, it can-be thought of al a
ce. Finally, information can .be used as a viable and com-
in, a total program of family services. :It usually does-
d-not.attempt to) stand alone, but it is a-strong team

., i

The child deVelopment information needs of families deserve attention
from society. These needs are not a deficit to be erased, but an essential
and poiltive manifestationAof parental growth. In'Vestments.in parental

information are'passed on as benefits to children.

4
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Information Needs of Low Income Minority Parents
With Young4Children1

oSina Becerra and Jeanne Giovannoni
The University of California at Los Angeles

ABSTRACT'

The overall goal of this proposed research was to explore what parents
of low income and minorilty status know about health and child care ser
vices available to their young children, what services they use and why,
and what attitudes are important in making service selection. Specifically,
the research Was designed to answer the following questions: 1) What are
the characteristics of household-El-With at least one child under three years
of age? 2) What types of health care and child care are used? 3) Under
what circumstances is service sought? 4) How do families find'out abodt
the availability of services? 5) What are parent preferences for different
types of services in these areas? 6) What is the role of ethnicity /race-
status in service selection? and 7) What are the factors that facilitate
orinhibit parental use of service selection?

The samples-were drawn from four-low-income housing-sites in - Pedro,

California, (N=451), and from the downtown area of Los Angeles known as
Chinatown, (N=111). All parents,surveyed had at least one child under,
three years of age. The parents from the housing sitesmeme_agel.5_to 46
years, and were of several ethnic backgroundiarTaii one was 99.2% Black;
site two was 95:7%-_Mexican-American; site three was 77.8% Anglo; and site
four was-45%-"Anglo and 27.4% each Black and Mexican-American. The low---

come Asian parents were almost all (98.2%) born in China, or another
Asian country, and on the average -had lived in this country for only 5.2
years. Questionnaires-were administered in either Spanish, English, or
Chinese to correspond to each respondent's preferred language.

The specific needs, and service utilization patterns of the parents
were determined for both child health and child care. As a group, most.
residents at all four sites viewed their health and theiriFhild's.health
as "good" or "excellent", is-did 68%-of the-Chinese-American sample; While
there exists this positive perception towards health status, it is alarm -
irg that there were 10% of the children in each housing complex that were
viewed as having "fair" or-"poor" health. Preventive care in the form of
shots and of well-baby visits was not equally used. -While at least 88% of
all children studied had received some immunizations,- less than a third of
the youngsters had ever had a well-baby visit. The concept of taking a
child to the doctor when he was not ill was diffdult for these parents to
.understand. Regular medical care for very young children was provided 39%
of the time by private physicians for the housing resident parents and 80%
of the time for the Chinese-Americans; 48% of all y '1-baby visits were
provided through the health departmeit, while city hospitals or clinics were
treatment sites for 24.5% of the youngsters.

1
Funded in part by ACYF Grant #90-C -1272.



Data from this study pointed out that lack of knowledge `about the
availability, of services rather than ignorance about health care hampers
a population of non-English-speakingtAmericans in their use of medical
services. They further indicated that differences between white and

. Chinese, for example, in knowledge and in the use of health services can
be explained primarily by cultural differences. Also, non-English-speak-
ing persons were less likely to be in occupations that provide group
health,plans. Thus, skill in the use of the English language appeared to
be a major predictor of the probability of access to and use of medical
services. Specifically, 92% of the non-English-speaking Chinese felt
that their lack of skill in English had prevented them from receiving the
kind of health care they needed.

Day care resources were applied differentially, according to the needs
and attitudes of the parent. If care was needed for long periods of time,
children were usually supervised by a relative or a srouse. The ideal
care mentioned was day care centers, two thirds of the respondents nam-
ing availability of a trained staff and reliably competent care as reasons
for the choice. Only 20% of all respondents were current users: Of these,
39% mentioned staff training and competent care and 25.5% mentioned edu-
cational programs offered xis thebasic ;cause for their satisfaction. Non-
utilizers', on the other hatd, were most likely to cite the child's young
age as the primary reason for not using the programs. For shorter periods
of time, relative-provided supervision was also the most used form of
child care.

A substudy of teenage parents revealed that ethnicity was a recurring
factor in ,their health care behavior. Attitudes, knowledge and utiliza-
tion of health services all showed the influence of this factor more than
any other. On the 'other hand, education was found to impact primarily
upon knowledge and, preventive care use. Age emerged. as a factor in utili-
zation principally in two areas: use of lay care, and sources of informa-
tion. As a whole, teenage mothers were less, likely to use lay treatnt
and more likely to rely upon relatives as information resources than non-
teenage mothers.

project began: 10/77

final report: 6/80 56 3
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_The.Ecology=aElaelp,Seeking_Behavior
Among Adolescent Parents'

Kristina Cannon -Bonventre and Janet^Kahn
American Institutes for Research

ABSTRACT

This project was undertaken to study the help- seeking behavior of
adolescents in their role as parents. Emphasis was placed on,the social
networks. and environments in which these young parents live, so as to
understand the 'overall ecology of their help-seeking behavior.

The 91 young mothers and 20 fathers who, with representatives of 22
service agencies, composed-the Sample for this study live in the greater
Boston area. The mothers gave birth during the 1976-1978 period, were .

between 16 and 19 years Oldrat the-time of delivery and most reported
being married. The sample was composed of 18 Black women, 20 Hispanic
women and 53 white women. The Bostori.sample has similar life situations
(such as 'ducational level, income, etc..) to teenage parents in the United
States. Major areas'ofinquiri were: 1) teenage parents' definition of
problems and of acceptable Sources and forms ofhelp; 2) their experiences .

with different components of their helping networks, especially with.formal,
Agencies; and 3) ways in which service providers may improve the'sensitiv-
ity and responsiVeness of their services to.teenage parents' special needs.

,

/r

Data were collected by means of interviews, averaging one and a half
ho s, witb,'young mothers, fatheri, and service providers. Some forced-

questions and some short opera- ended questions were asked, andone
.:or two critical intidents of problem definition, help-seeking behavior and
problem resolution were explored. Further comparisons were made between
pe:ents' and prbviders' outlooks on teena,a'parenthood.

The results show the teen parents' helping network was usually rather
small and consisted of family and agencies, with a nOtabfd absence of

, friends and peers. There was-a heavy reliance upon' family ;for concrete
and emotional help,-for lay referral; and forsadvocacy. Mothers (the grand-
mother of the'child) and sisters were most frequently-sought,out for help
and advice. Help seeking outside the family network was often tentative
'and not tenacious. Family was the most preferted source of help for
problems in the areas of-child caret psychological and mental health,

finances, child discipline, and marital problems.. In addition,,family
members very frequently acted as lay referral sources with regard to vir-
tually all problem situations. The absence or rarity of friends in the
,helping network appears to be the results of two factors:. 1) old friends
who have not become parents are no longer peers; and 2) mothers find it very
difficult to link up with new friends whom they consider peers. Agencies,difficult

'were named Most often,ss the preferred source of help for problems in
special areas such as education, health care, housing, and employment.

'Funded in part by/ACYF grant #90-C-1342..
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When,asked which programs and assistance they desired, teen-age

parents named child care (particularly for children under three) and

support groups/recreational activities (to combat loneliness'and,isola-

tion) most frequently by far. Continuation of education and employment

are almost entirely contingent upon finding appropriate, secure, and

affordable infant anlehild care.

The researchers feel that the results gathered from the agencies

interviewed present a more positive picture ok services for young 'parents

than the sit-tuition really warrants. First, the definitions used for some

of these categories were fairly lenient and do not reflect aspects such

as eligibility and second, they do not reflect the fact, that services

that are available are not necessarily available to everyone who needs

them.
< -

Providers were able to identify a number of critical services which

are currently unavailable to most young parents in the Boston area, in-

cluding the basic necessities of food, c othing, and ahelter.

project - n: 10/77

final report: 1/79
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The Effects of Prenatal Knowledge and Expectations
in the Development of Child Competence

,Byron Egeland, Ma Breitenbucher and Amos Deinard
D iversity,of Minnesota::

ABSTRACT.

The purpose of this investigation was to determine if parental
knowledge, expectationg, and understanding of children affect the qual-
ity of care the parents provide and, subsequently, the child's develop-'
ment.

The total sample, consisting of 267 mother-infant,pairs was recruited
.from.the Minneapolis Public Health Infant and Child Care Clinic, whose
clients are'families from the lower income brackets whose children are
considered "at-risk" for child abuse and neglect. The mothers, 621 of
whom were single at the time of this first baby's birth, haela mean age
of 20.52 years and a somewhat heterogenous'educational distribution.

From the sample three.subgroupi were selecte4: the Excellent Care
group, consisting of 33 mothers whb met the, physical and emotional needs .

of their children excel.tionally well, sensitively encouraging. the children's
growth and deyeloptent; the Inadequate Care; group of 32 mothers who had
shown some clear incident df.abuse oFneglect of the .child in physical or
emotional areas; the Matched Care group of 32 mothers comparable to the'
Inadequate Care group in age, education and marital status.

- .

Data were collected prenatally, perinatally, and postnatally on a
variety of psychological, social, environmental, and medical variables.
Parental knowledge of basic care issues relating to the health, safety,
and nutrition of the child were tested with a luestionnairt at 24atonths.
Parental knowledge and understanding were asiessed by an interview given,

at the time of the 24 month assessment. Mother responses to theinte;-
ylew items were rated on two global scales. One reflects mother's'award-,
,neas of the developmental importance of certain child behaviors and the
second' reflects the mother's understanding -of the effect her Oft behavior

has on the child's development.<
'T.

Developmental expectation measures were made prenatally7, at three
months 'and at 24 months. Inventories intended to assess mother s perception

of the difficulthess of her child and the '!average child" were given pre-

natally, at three months, and at 24 months.

A third broad approach to assessing maternal expectations and per-

ceptions ivolved a measure of mother's prediction of infant's performance

(at nine and 24 months) on a developmental scale prior to its administra-

tion to the infant. At 24 months a questionnaire was administered tp deter-

mine where mothers acquired their knowledge and whom they consulted when

problems arose.
011.011.0

1Funded in part by ACYF Grant #90-C-3.259.
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, The siUality of mother-infant attachment was ass ed at 12 and 18'

months and mother-child functioning in a problem-solvin ~situation was

assessed at 24 months. Both measures were done in semi- turalistic

sitUations:', The first set of analyses involved testing fo me n differ-
ences between the Inadequate, and Excellent Care groups. Based on the

assessment of attachment the mother-infant pairs were classified into
,eithei a lecurely attached group, or oneof two anxiously attached groups.
Comparisons on the maternal expectetionaniknowledge variables were made
between thethree attachment groups. -

;-

The third, set of analyses,involved cdrreiating thee expects-

tion and knowledge;variable with the Mother and child variables from the
two year problew.solving situation. The results indicate that mothe'r's

specific information regarding child care dOes'not relate to quality of.

child care or,(later child competence. There were differences between
diExcellent and Inadequate Ciregrou0p on the Child Care Practices, '

questionnaire, but these differentes.disappeared when, age and education

were controlled. Even though materqaLexpectations and perceptions were ,

assessed in a variety of different waysat.a number of, different ages,
there were not many significantrelations with either quality of parent-.,

r
ing or child outcome measures. -CoMpared totheExcellent Care group,the
mothers in the Inadequate Care coup mere moteunrealistic at estimating
the age at which certain developmental, mileetdnes occur and they perceived
their -infants as more "difficult" on neonatalpereeption inventory.
However, these relationships disappeared when age and education were

partialled .out. t

Regarding the juality of attachmenv there was evidenCe that mothers
.

of infants classified as anxious resistant were.more unrealistic in their
expectations din mothers in the other two attachment groups. There were

also a number of significant correlations between maternal expectations of

developmental milestones and both mother and,child competence factors

assessed at age two; 'however, themagnitude"40these correlations was
2

quite'small..

TJi aspects of parent knowledge and expectatiqn that related most
high;y-to-qualiq-;of-care-and -the.child's.development were the two ratings

of-knowledge -baied-on-the-24-month-inteidata.: The first reflects
the mother's understanding of theAevelopmental significance of the typical

behavior of a two-year-old/ The second has to do with the parents' under-

standoftheir potential fot influencing their children and a recog-

nition that their behavior does'affect the.behavior.of their child. Age

seems to.be the biggest factor in,these dimensions. Young iothers do not

Nave the'matimity needed to separate their own-needs in attempting to

'understand and accurately intaxpret,thebehavior of their infant., Any
intervdftion program must deal with these two dimensions of understanding..

The results of this project suggest'thait perhaps intervention needs

to focus less on tending specific child lire skills and rather attempt to

develop mother's understanding of the complexity of her infant and her

relationship with her infant.

project began: 10/77

final report: 5/80 GO



'Asgessing the Child"Developient Information Need
of Adolescent Parents with Very Young Children'

Ann Epstein
High/Scope Educational Research Foundatitn

ABSTRACT

N.

The priMary focus of our research was on finding cut whether or to
what extent adolescent girls are prepared for parenthood. Specifically,
hoOuch do they-know,about infant developmeepi-and.how d' cs thie)knowl-
edge influence their actual parenting behavior? (hit samrle of 98 teen-

' agers was drawn from a five county area in southeast Michigan. This is
the first child for each4of these girls. The group, was ethnically mixed -
just over half of these girls are white, the rest Black - and equally,
split between middle -class and woAting-class backgrOunAs. "At the time of
pregnancy,' the adolescents were between 14 and 19 years oid, with a mean
age just over"1'6 1/2.years. One'fifth were married, but almost 70% still

.

lived with one or both of their parents. The teenagers were'first inter --
viewed during theirlast,trimestei of pregnancy. A follow up interview
was done when.thebaby was six months old. Interview techniques were
varied, and in some instances, unique. Bath structured'and open-ended
'questions were used to fineout about teenagers' experiences with support-
ive services-generally and their perceived needs, in parenting education
spetifically. Knowledge of infant development was measured with two
instruments: in a knowledge scale the subjects sorted lards according to.
When they'expected various infant needs and abilities to first appear; in
an'infant,education interview they viewed and-reapted to videotaped clips i
depicting infant activities and styles of mother-infant interactions The
teenagers' own interaction patterns with their babies were coder:, from video-
taped,observatiOns of routine diapering and feeding during the interview
when the baby was six months old.

Findings frOM questions regarding parenthood showed: Pregnant teen-,

.agers expected too little, too late from newborn babies. Though basic care,
health and nutrition,. and perceptual and motor development expectations

attributed s ,to s many Months too late;

were quite accurate, in the areas of mental developm - cognitive, social,
and language - teenagers'

2) Teenagers', babies,-while'phYsicallY well cared for,, were often neither
played with nor taRed'to by. their mothers., Mean ratings indicate that the
mothers could neither observe the signs of learning in their babies nor
recognize the appropiiate activities by which adults support this learning.
3) On the brighter side, teenagers recognized their :Tied for More informa-
tion about the mental growth of their Infanis. Their hlighest priority a ong
information needs was knowing more about how babies thilik and learn and make
sense of their world.

Findings regarding supportive services were especially significant.fram.
this group of mothers who were already participating in formal suppott pro-
grams in that: 1) A recurrent theme among,thoSe teenagers who were coping
No arosalw.

1Funded in part by ACYF Grant 090-C-1341.



relatively well with parenthood was that they had someone who taught them
how to "negotiate the system"; 2) 'Support from the extended' family, in

the form of money, child care, and emotional sustenance also seemed4to
.differentiate those teenagers who were coping from those who were over
whelmed by parenthood; 3) Teedagers lik d services in which providers
were caring and cebsiame; information as offered spontaneously, there
was a chance to share with. other preg nt'teenWgers and teenage parents,
and there was consistency and follow- rough on the -part of the staff.
From services currently, used,. school ged parent programs led the "like"
list, the Department of Social Servi received the largest and most
vociferoup complaints, and the medic 1 profession was divided equally
between o d and bad experiences.

he researchers sress three implications of the research findings
which they believed are often overlooked, if not actually defected, by
current practices. First, policies and programs must lake explicit the'
need to include child development.information in services provided to
teenage parents. Second, policies and programs must acknowledge and
support the role,played by-the eenager's family. The adoleaceht with a
baby is a child as well as a parent and there is little wisdom in requir-
ing her to leave home and give up her base of emotional support.. in order
to qualify for fragmented'financial-assistance. Th rd, policies and
programs must provide to.pregnant teenagers and teen e parents contin-
uity of care which en:on:passes bath the services and, where ible, the
persons who provide these services. Onthe other hand, policies ought not
to encourage kilo adolescent's total dependence upon her family when it
comes to child care if the teenage parent is to establish a supportive
relationship-with'her infant.

project began: 9/77

final report: 1/80
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Intervention for Prematurely Born Offspring
y Of Teeiiage"Mothers1

Tiffany 'Field
`' University" of Miami

ABSTRACT',
\I

The present study was designed to assess the early development of .

preterm versus term infants and infants of teenage versus adult mothers.
In addition, a biimekly, home-based, parent training intervention was
provided fora grodp'of preterm infants and their teenage mothers to
assess the ameliorative effects of-early intervention.

The-subjects of this study wee)150 lower SA, Black mothers and
their infants. The preterm infants of the teenage mothers were randomly
assigned to either an Intervention or a control group., Groups of full-
term infants of adult mothers and=of teenage mothers were also included
in the study al; controls.

-

Biweekly visits were made After sChoOl hours to the homes of the
teenage Mothers and their preterm infants. These visits were designed to
provide' educational information to. the mothers on developmental milestones,

,childrearing practices, exercises and age-appropriate stimulation for facil-
itating sensorimotor development and mother-infant interactions. Deio-
graphic and:perinaii4ata were collected within twenty-four hours of
delivery and the i s were given a neonatal assessment. Follow up
assessments%(including various combinations of growth data, developmental
screening and meashrementimperamentquestionnaires, and,videotaped,
'2,94her-pild play) .were. made in. the subjecta homes at,four month intervals
for the first year.

AtEour months the preterm infants'of mothers who received,interven-
tion (educational information and training) had greater wlight and length
and received higher diVelopmental screening scores'than*did the preterm
control infants. In addition, the teenage mothers who received interven7
ticaLweremoreknowledgeable-about developmental milestones andshowed more
deiWeable.or less punitive childrearing attitudes. Their infants were
rated as having more optimal temperament and both the teenage mothers and
the preterm infants of the intervention group received more,opiimal face-to-

. face interaction'ratings than did the control. group teenage mothers and
preterm infants. Similar effects were seen at 12 months, and additionally,
the preterm infants of, teenage mothers receiving intervention received sign-

-4ficantly higher Bayley mental scores than the-control-group, although al.1
scores were Withis,the normal range.

ti
Many of the apparent effects of intervention were not surprising since

the interventionprogram prpvAded training on the types..of infant skills
tested by the developtantal assessments and evaluated during mother-infant
interactions. But growth differences canno be as readily attributed to
the intervention. Growth differences ma ve been a secondary effect of

'Funded in part by ACYF-Grant #90-C-1358.
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-,
the more adequate stimulation the intervention infants appeared to be .

receiving during their 'optimal play,,interactions. Several other studies
tulle reported relationships between'supplAuental stimulation and calorie
Intake/weight-gains.

The net effect was that.a fairly inexpensive intervention of home
visits to demonstrate exercises.tomothers of pFeterm infants significant-
ly einhanCed the development of those infants.

r
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Home and Center'Based Intervention for
Teenage Mother& and Their Offspring'

Taffany`ield
o Miami

ABSTRACT.

This research grows out of the results of an earlier home-based inter-
Aention study. 'A number of:problems appeared to persist for the motherz of
,,he lose -based intervention program despite the positive effects of the
program__on early infant-development and mot nfant interactions. These

included:- 1) the failure of mothers to retu o school or seek job,traiu-

ing or employment; 2) continuing poor financial- status of the teenage
mothers; 3). conflicts in the home between the teenager and her mother re-

. garding.childrearing responsibilities and attitudes. In an attempt to

impact pimpan these problems, he-present program' organized a center-based
intervention program,to provide free nursery care for the infants of teen-
age mothers and paid job \training for-the mothers (as teacher aide trainees
in the skim nursery). .The hope was that tine- program would impact on the

mothers' socioiconoMic status. ''

This center -based intervention program (N=30) was compire64: the
following: 1) a biweekly, home-based intervention program z provid g-

parent-training-in infant stimulation (4=10), and .2) a control groupreceiv-
, ing no intervention (N=30). All'mothers were randomly assigned to these

groups following their volunteering for intervention. All. groups were seen

. at four month intervals for assessments ofthe'intervention effects.

The mothers were BladkIslower SES teenagers ranging in age from 13 to
19 years (X=16.9) and their infants. were delivered at term without perinatal
complications.- All of the mothers lived at home with their parent(s) and

siblings. The first wave of mothers began' receiving intervention in January
1979 and the last wave were scheduled .to complete the six-month program in

'April 1980. Demographic data, prenatal-and Obstetric data as well' as atti-
tudes of the *other were rated during the neonatal period. The infants were

assessed at the neonatal period and at four month 'intervals..

The'groups (control, home intervention and nursery intervention) did
-not differ st birth as would be .expected since the teenage mothers were ran-

domly assigned from the same pOiulation. There wire's number of measures
on which the nursery intervention group showed more optimal performance than
the, control group at four months. (Analyies for the home -based group were
incomplete at the time of this report.) The nursery intervention infants
were reliably heavier andmere more appropriate weight for age. In addi-

tion, the teenage mothers who were nursery teacher aide trainees assessed
their infanta as having more optimal temperament than did the mothers of

the control group. These'included more optimal summali ratings (whichawm
1Funded'in partty'ACTF Grant #90-C-1764.
2The'hamez.based program is described in T. Field, "Intervention for Prema-

turely Born Offspring of Teenage Mothers".



euggestssfhat the control group infants are "dMficult" and the interven-
-tion'ififants less than, "easy") as well aseinfant temperament ratings of
adaptability, approach, thre3hold, intensity, distractability and persist-

ence, favoring the intervention group.

It appears that despite similaritps at birth, by tour m nths the

nursery intervention and mother job training program has contr uted to

differences on growth measures of the infants and differences in others'

ratings of infant temperament. These encOlifigingfialWawait co
ation when all the mother-infant pairs Ilave completed the fyll term of the

six month ,program. .

s
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final 12/80
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Early Childrearing by Young Mothersl

1.ucilleGrow .

Child Welfare League of America

ABSTRACT

'.3

This study was undertaken by -the Child Welfare League of Merida to
'eipldre the effects of childrearing__nut_owedlocks---It-examine
the-relationship between the mother's marital status at.the time of the
baby's birth, her age and other-maternal characteristics, experiences and
attitudes, and the subsequent well-being of 'mother and child, a major pier -

pose being to identify those social anillebedaviOrel'characteristics, atti7
.tudes and/or experiences of the mothers that are most predictive. of a
pOsitive outcome for the mother and child. Research prior to the early
1970's was primarily focused on Black married women and their children,
resulting'in a lack of reliable information about young unmarried white
mothers with' chose to keep their baby. The increasing. number of such young
women was the reason for foaming on this group'.

- 0

A cohort of white unmarried primiparas under age 25 whoplanned to keep
their babies and a comparison group of w e married women were identified
at the time of their'deliVery. women .were interviewed within a month
of discharge from the.hospital(Time 1), and again when their child was 18
--ipliantha old (Time 2), and 36 monthsold (Time 3). To minimize attrition and
maintain cooperation, telephone contacts-with the mothers were to be-makk
every six months between the first and third iniervifts. Milwaukee County,
Wisconsin, was selected as the site of the research for'reasons of size,
racial cdmpositign,,social climate, and the interest of the local health
services. The study vas-conducted over a three year period beginning in
1973iiith more than 400 mothers. The major data collection instruments
were interview schedules that explored various aspects of the lives of the_-
mothers, and to a lesser extent of their children.

In some circumstancesof their lives, differences between the married,
and unmarriedlwomen'either lessened or disappeared over time.' Wbereas.at
Time 1 the median income of the married women was more than twice that of,
the unmarried women, by TimiNa the differenbe, though still substantial,
was less pronounced. When interviewed shortly after the baby's birth, more
.unmarried immefelt isolated. As their children grew older, no differences
were found by marital statue. At Time 2 mote unmarried women believed they
did not have_enougb money tosianage; by Time 3 there were no differences in
the proportions of married and unmarried women who reported this to be the
ease: When the children were 1 1/2 years old, mote of the unmarried than
married women who lived,with a husband or. male partner believed their'rela-

tionship had deteriorated because of the child's presence; at Time 3 there
was no difference in the proportions so reporting.

C:e of the more influential aspects of the lives of these mothers as
shown by the results I.., the support, either formal or informal, received
during the early months and years. Mothers who received a high degree of

iFunded by Grant #0CD-CB-456.
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- familial supporyluring the children's early infancy were likely to find
child care difficult when the children were 18 months old, but.familik.
support was not associated'with the soothers' adjustment when the children
were older. The more community resources needed but unavailable, thd6mie,
likely mothers found Child care difficult, were discontented with-their
maternal role, and scored low on. the overall success measure; while the
more cqmmunity resources 'the mothers used when the children were older,
the more contented'Vhe mothers andsthe higher the overall success score.
Mothers living with a Inisband or male partner were more likely to be con-
tented when the children were 18months old, but living with.a partner
was 'uot,significant when thechildren were three; years of ege.

RIO

s.

projectsbegan: 8/73

final report:, 1/79
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Black Family 0,1tural Hgritage Projecti

Robert Johnson
Institute of slack Studies

ABSTRACT

15

The purpose of this project was to determine whether alternative

models and methods of providing child development information toBlick

'parents affect childrearing attitudes and their utilization of family

iipport services. It was hypothesized that models of training based on

the Black cultural experience.would yield significantly differentresults

than ones based on traditional white, middle -class parental training

philosophies and programs.

A total of 140 families with at least one child under eight years

of age were interviewed and administered the research instruments. These

families were recruited primarily through daycare agencies in the St.

Louis area and someothrOugh various kinds of media publicity.. Though

random selections of the sample proved impossible, once included. in the

sample, the participants were assigned_ randomly to the treatment and

control groups.

Three curriculum training models that provide Black parents with

childrearing and child development informationfrom different perspectives

were developed. Each presented a-unified conceptual approach dealing with

various facets of development. The traditional moael

the works and theori of popular child psychology writers who are generally

white and have a midaqe-class orientation. The cultural model consisted

of th eories and Othodologies of child development created by idifferent

B1
fi

organizations With a nationalistic/Pan-African-perspective. The

cultural - traditional model'wai based -on the works of Black theorists and

practitioners who have made'special attempts to adapt traditional child

development theory and practices to the specific needs of Black children

and their families. Each model was designed with ten sessions arranged

olfer a five week period. The overall evaluation of the training curriculum

made-by-the.participanwas overwhelmingly positive with the aspects of

"Held wy interest ",, "Useful information received", "Beneficial to me as

Et
a B?ack parent", and "Comfort in participation" receiving the top responses.

Data on rarces from which Black parents receive childrearing informa-

tion show that Black parents in this simple identified the mother as the-

most helpful source of childrearing information (43.7%), and the spouse as

the second most helpful. These sources totaled with other family and social

network tisources made informal services the principal resource (71.9%) for

information. Parenting books, courses or teachers wer& the other primary

sources of helpful information reported by 16.2% of this sample while about

12% reported that professionals, social agencies, pamphlets, or their child-

ren's schohl teachers were helpful sources.

1Funded in part by ACYF Grant #90-C-1262.
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A series of questions were posed to the parents to determine the

various attitudes, values, goals, aspirations and preferences that they

held for ;heir children. From various analyses of parental values and

goals it can be summarized that the'Black parents making up this sample

desired that their children be hard working and ambitious, happy, obe-

dient to their parents and wellz-behaved, independent, respectful, and

honest. Attributes not highly valued or emphasized were being popular,

a godd athlete, liked by adults, concerned for others, affectionate,

or knowing how to have a good time.

In terms of adherence to culturally-normed values that have been

identified in the literature on Black family life, data from this study

showed that the overwhelming majority of parents helA Berate to strong

attitudes endorsing.the childrearing goals of indep deuce, obedience,

racial end social awareness, religion, family ties, and cleanliness.
Data on parental expectations for children have shown that Black parents

would like to see their children acquire high levels of education (college

and graduate or professional school) and that those parents who indicated

Occupational preferences for their children desired high-paying, presti-

gious positions fof them.

The major finding in the area of utilization of family support
services was the relative under- or nonutilization of services that could

be deemed supportive of family life: psychological, family counseling,

educational, medical, welfare, recreational and cultural services.

As for parenting training and its relationship to the childrearing

ttitudesthe_reqults are sti:1 incomplete, but the researchers feel _

that thus far they-can conclude.that there is a great desire on the part

of Black parents to receive information about childrearing, particularly

information that is perceived as being relevant and useful to their
experiences, lifestyles, and cultural values. -

project began: 10/77

final report: 6/80
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Child Development Informations*ilization by Reservation
and Urban-Indian Parents ofATery YoUng Childrepl

Dorothy Miller and Denki,s Turner
Native American'Resource and 'search' Associates, Inc.

ABSTFjQ0

This study was a first attempt to elicit Indian mot rs' perspectives
of their very young children's physical, cognitive and social development.
It examined child development norms held by reservation and urban Indian
familiet with very young children, and determined the informational needs
and potential sources and utilization of modern child development knowledge
of these families. It also examined the concept of child development which
arises from .Western culture as it is viewed by rural and urban Indian mothers.
The saaple war made up of 100 Indian families who had two or more children,
at least one of which was under five years of age. Fifty of the Indian
families reside on remote reservations in San Diego County, California, and
50 are urban Indian families residing in the Bay Area of California.

To get at the basic child development concerns addressed by thproject
What are the child deFelopment norms of the rural and urban Indians,

and how might these be supported within the present Social Security Title XX
services?) the following questions were asked: 1) What do Indian mothers
expect from their very young childreri in terms of their perspective of child
development and how does this differ by the mother's background? 2) What
kinds of concerns do they have about child development issues in their child-
ren's progress. ha types of-thtId-development-prob-lemm-woold-lead-them
to seek outside information and to what formal supportive services would
they turn? 4) What family support services would an Indian mother seek for
assistance with a perceived.child development coacern? and 5) What knowledge
of child development information do rural and urban'Indian parents' possess
ane bow and from whom have- they received such information?

In order to get at these complex and .omplicated issues of bicultural
informational systems, multidisciplinary approaches were used; legal-admini-
strative, sociological, and anthropological. A staff of trained Native
American interviewers were able to gain fully informed consent and informa-
tion frog the subjects whose culture deems it impo4te to ask personal ques-
tions. Observations of the mother's reactions made at the time of the inter-
views provided further information to the project. These data were then used
to relate the type and utilization of child development information to the
socioeconomic and family structure of each Indian mother, compaiing the
reservation mothers' responses with the urban Indian mothers' responses.

The interview material included: demographic variables relating to
the family socioeconomic background, size and structure; indicators of
significant others; reference groups; and parenting experiences. Structured
questions were included about childrearing practices, language used within
the family group, sources of information, information needs and utilization
of resources.

1Funded in part by ACYF Grant 090-C-1261.
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Nationally, children under five years of age constitute 8.4% of the
population, but the same age group constitutes 12.6% of the Indian popu-
lation. For this Indian population extended families are overwhelmingly
the primary source of help with developmental problems of preschool
children', though urban Indian mothers are slightly more likely to turn to
friends or outsiders - or to no one at all. Urban-dwelling-mothers are

also likely to list family members less frequently (27%) as significant
others than do reservation mothers; 62% of whom reported family. Child

development norms were pegged to a signifidantly younger.age on five of
nine items by reservation mothers, while urban mothers' norms were signifi-
cantly younger on only one item. Over half of the Indian mothers (54%) saw
no difference between the development of Indian and non-Indian children
in the birth through three age range, but almost two thirds saw develop-
mental differences between Indian and non-Indian four to five year olds,
with nearly one fourth (23%) of the mothers seein the differences as

negative, and 41% seeing those differences as poditive.

The results of this study are not complete but several generaliza-
tions may already be drawn. Indian childrearing mothers tend to relate

to an extended family and to have close intergenerational relationships
as well. These relationships are the basic network for the transmission
of their Indian values and heavily influence their own perspective of

child development norms. It is to be predicted that.the more acculturated
to the majority the Indian mothers become, the closer her expectations for
her child's developmental progress will be to'that of mainstream Americans.

project began: 10/78

final report: 10/79
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.StUdy of Parent's Information, Childrearing Practices
and Child Development Outcomes in Puerto Rico'

Ligia de Rodriguez, Jorge Gonzalez, and Raul Munoz
Health & Social Studies, Inc.

ABSTRACT

This project conducted the first comprehensive study oncerning

childrearing practicesin Puerto Rico. Field work began Yebruary, 1978
and ended June, 1978. The initial sample fzr this study consisted. of all
available families with children less than four years'of age and more than
six mOnthsof age in the 1976 Master Sample Survey of Health. This was
391 families. The research design sought.to achieve the following object-
ives: 1) identify the types of information parents have regarding child
development, specifically parents with children under four years of age;
2) ascertain the patterns of childrearing,practices; 3) ascertain the level
of development of Puerto Rican infants and toddlers; and 4) study the per-

* ception of 1.1ild development information needs of parents of small children.
It sought to further explore the diversity which was expected to be in the .

information obtained for each of these objectives as to three variables,
the social, cultural, and economic factors.

A set of hypothesis explored the possible relationships between the
three main variables of the study design: 1) the childrearing practices
of the survey parents will vary in relation to the information-base they

\have about child development; 2) the developmental growth of the survey
children will,vary.in relation to Fne cal-Mann practices of their
parents; and 3) the utilization patterns of family support services for
child development information needs will be related to the information-
base parents have and to their Childrearing practiCia.

The data were gathered with the aid of four instruments: a 290 item
interview, administered to .the mothers, exploring the sociodemographic
characteristics of subject families, patterns of rearing utilized and
childrearing information;.a measure to ascertain the level 'of development
of the subjects; an observation scale to collect additional data and
general impressions; a scale for measuring the information mothers had
about child development and theirtperceived information needs.

4 Data show a great reliance on friends, relatives and personal
experience as sources of information. Information on almost every topic
including children's problems (toilet training, sexual play, discipline)
and general areas (teaching the child and recreation) was received pre-
dominantly through the channel:41a friends, relatives, and the parent's
own experience. The topic of feedings was the only area where parents

used a more formal source. Mothers and caretakers generally continue to
obtain their information about childrearing from the traditional culture
sources.

'Funded in part by ACYF Grant #90-C-1273.
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. Data also show that certain areas of support were not used by the
parents in this studyl, Although health services were generally used,
in areas like counseling for families and children more than 90% of
families did not receive any support from this source.

The results of the study while not yet fully detailed serve to
. reinforce the picture of Puerto Rican society as a whole. This society

is one that has dramatically and rapidly changed, in the last decades but
is still in a state of transition, with mixed traits,of a semi-industri-
alined, society and an agrarian one. A lack of coherence is noted in , .

various aspects of life at this stage including that of childrearing.
For example, the Puerto Rican mother thinks that breast feeding the child
is-sthe "ideal" thing to do, but just 25 percent breast feed and fer only
one month on ehe.average; the mother thinks that thumb sucking and the
use of cifiers are no good for the child but relies heavily on them,

' actual/encouraging the child.to use the pacifier.
'

.

, . The study suggests that the Island of Puerto. Rico needs a more
.

vigorous and effective network of services which can help the mother or
caretakers in dealing witir their children and provide support for main-
t_'Iling the family unit as the most important structure of society
conducive to the development of the child.

11.......
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Teenage Pregnncy and Parenting PrOgramL (TAM)

Carlos SaAuero
Hill Health Center

\
ABSTRACT

21

This is a comprehensive health and parenting program' designed to
-.coordinate the services offered at the family-oriented Hill Health. Center,
New Haven,' Connecticut, to meet the needs of the community's sexually actpre
adoleseent,'the pregnant teenaSez,, and the mother .and child after birth.
tensus population'figures for this.area show Black, 40%; Hispanic,.30%;
and4White,.30%. The TAPPP project served clients from all three groups.
Data from the year November 1977-78 was collected on 114 TAPPP clients;
90 referred from the Center's pregnancy testing service, eight from-other
agencies, and 1 g followed prior to the grant year. Data covered 15
variables an compiled from iniormation in Case Management Records.

. ,

The project's objectives are to 1) promote health behaviors and prevent
pregnancy, 2) to insure good medical care for the pregnant adolescent in
school, -and 3) protects the maternal- infant bond and emotional and physical
well-being of the mother and-child.

. The goal of reducing the incidence of adolescent pregnancy is addressed
throughdelAveryf-information about health and human sexuality;'by means
of- pamphlets, a newspaper written by adolescents, health fairs and indivi-
dual counseling. The coordination of services with other agencies with
similar concerns has led to the provision of free pregnancy testing, contra-
ceptive and pregna cy, counseling,an ow up whete needed.

The second gal of.maintaining the health and continuing education of .

the pregnant teenager is achieved through services provi4ed cooperatively
by the Center, the local high school and Yale Child Study Center.

The Teenage Health EducatiOn and Parenting Consortium has been devel-
.

`aped by these cooperating agencies to prevent pregnant adolescents from
dropping out of school, to facilitate their return after delivery a d to
provide workshops cfor the high school faculty to help them be mo sens tive
to the problems adolescents encountgr. A Primary Worker is assig ed to the
client at the time of the pregnancy test. This Worker continues t follow
the adolescent ?through her pregnancy and motherhood until the child is four
years old. She is central to the continuous and coordinated delivery of
mental health-oriented services to the adolescent mother, as-well as serving
as her advocate.

Continuous assessment of the relationship between the-young mother and
her child is wade in answer to the objectives in goal three. Active inter-
vention is made by the TAPPP staff to eliminate those factors in the mother-
infant dyad that create-stress and to foster a healthy relationship,. A signi-
ficant component of this intervention is the Infant Stimulation Program (ISP)
emawiesmim ..... fewww.Wemew

1Funded in part by ACYF Grant #90 -C -1337.
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I

whose main Objective is to araiect.the well-being of children born to

teenage.mothers Until the child is 3:8 years old. A continuation of the

Infant Stimulation Program is the Parent Infant Center '(PIG) which has as
its focus the teaching of parenting skills to any pregnant adolescent in
the area who widhes to particirate. Attention is also focused op assisting

the young mother to continue her own development by addressing issues such
as postponement of second pregnancy and continuation of her own education,
and by helping with child care to reduce the social isolation of the mother
and allow her to participate in peer group activities.

.

From the seventh month of pregnancy on the assessment of the physical,
emotional and social of the mother is made every three months during

3

her child's 'first year of life and every six months thereafter. These
assessments maintain a constant source for reevaluation of the services
provided tO the mother. The'first year datais useful in identifying trends
within the population though it is limited'id presenting the full range. of
°individual differences. Some desired health goals which were not specifically
stated as objectives were achieved. For example,an increased number of
adolescents received prenatal care the firsts trimester of pregnancy, keeping
the prdiaturity rate at less than 1%, and reducing the pregnancy and delivery
complications' to a very- low numbei.

nie figures from pregnancy test results froM November 1977-78 show a
total of 78 pregnant teens2 the overwhelming Majotity, of whom chase to'carry
the egnancy to term (817 . The remaining 19% proceeded to terminate (60%
had first trimester ab rtion; 40% needed the second trimester procedure)".
ln a ition, data show that 18% of the clients came back for at least one
more test during the year and that 40% of the population had a history of
pregn y tests before entry to the program. This quite substantial repeater
population is being examined for indications of a trend towards using the .

pregnancy -as--a method-of. hirth_con.tralor, of a population disengagedt

from contr whatsoever.

project began:ll /77

final report: 3/81



Information Needs and Information Delivery ,

for Parents' with Very` Young Children'

%Joseph Spirling.
University of North Carolink

IIP

ABSTRACT

What child development and childrearing topics are of most
interec-4- toOarents of ,very young children? What are their problems

in raising"children? And what sources for help and information do

they prefer? This project, designed to identify the information need
of parents of\children under age three, conducted a national survey

in 1978 to elicit-parents' answers to these questions.

MA1-back questionnaire respondents included 1,458 members of the

National Baby Panel, a sample of households quota-controlled to conform

to- U.S. Census estimates. Information was also gathered in personal inter-

Viewswith 100 low-income, minority group parents.

-Results o the survey revealed thatparents perceived a need for

comprehensive nformation that deals not only with facts about child devel-

opment but al o with techniques and skills in working with young children.

When parents ere asked to rate their interest in reading 50 hypothetical

articles li ed by title, the researchers found that the.broaa spectrum of

toRics sel cted reflects an eclectic, whole-child approach to information

interests Moreover, they point out, the fact that both the-Baby Panel
and other participants rated the same nine titles highest suggests that

information on certain subjects max have an almost-Universal appeal.

:)^

Among the n ne g est ra e' es we 1"Burreyotrrchitti belf

confidence", "The sick child: what to do", "Prepare your child for learn-

ing", and "How mental abilities develop in children." Seven of the nine

titles contain the words which indicate positive activity on the part of,

the parents ("Build,"" "prepare," "enhanceWwhich suggests that parents

clearly see themselves in a facilitative and skillful role vis a vis their

young children.
A c

Among the most frequently reported problems, selected from a list of

26, were the following: "I wonder how I can help my baby develop her full

potential", "I wish I had More time for myself", "It's hard to find a good

babysitter", and "I wonder what my baby wants when he is crying."

As they had expected, the researchers found that,such variables as

the age of the youngest child, the number,of children'in the family, family

income, and the mother's age and education were related to parents' re-

sponges. Older mothers and mothers with older children shared similar

interests and concerns. Young mothers - particularly those'under 20 - and

?,
mothers in the high-risk group had certain concerns in common. Such find-

ings, the researchers emphasize, underscore the importance of getting inform-
msmmdw.m,.eimeawmramwo.gwym...m...

"Funded in part by ACYF Grant 090-C-1263.
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ation to parents at the right time - whealphey and their' children are
ready for it.

4 Where do arents prefer to get this information? "Family and Friends"
and "Doctors a d Nurses" Were the most frequent first choices (from long
nine options) hile "Books," which was the most popular form of printed
informatiOn, w often selected as sbcc,nd or third choice. However, the
preferred sou es varied according.to the kinds of information parents
wanted. In g eral, for information On children's problems. and managidg
the chiles vironment, parents would turn to family and friends, while
,doctors, nurses and books would be consulted for information on child
development. "Social Aiencies" received high priority (after family,and
friends) for information on family problems.

.

These survey results were used to carry out the second part of the
project, a North Carolina demonstration of information (alivery which was
completed in April, 1979. Two strategies were employed: 1) visiting
parents in their homes and 2) presenting information in a pediatric clinic
to parents who were waiting for appointments. Telephone f011owup data
showed no gain in parent information as a result of the one-time presrtta-
tion in the clinic. However, observational measures showed a more positive
style of parent-infant interaction after two to six months of information
delivery through home visitation.

project began: 10/77

final report: 9/79
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Do Social Networks Support Effective Teen Parenting?'

Joseph Stevens, Jr.
Georgia State University, PO

ABSTRACT

This project is investigating theextent-to which institutions
and groups external to the teen family support its childrearing
function. It will also examine the relationship between the teen

parents' ability to construct supportive-linkages with people and
institutions and their infant's development. Specific questions to ,

be asked are: 1) Does the family's connectedness, knowledge of

chiid.development, and the quality of the home learning.environment
significantly predict infant development amo ow-income 401hck teenage

parents? 2) Does the family's connectedne and the knowledge of

child development significantly predict e qUality of.the home learning

environment? and 3) Does the family's onnectedness significantly predift

parental knokledge of child developt nt?

One hundred and twenty low socioeconomic status Black Atlanta. families
with at least one infant between 16 and 24 months of age are being studied.

All mothers were under 21 years of age when interviewed. Fifty teenagers.

Who werenot parents or pregnant at the time of the study were,the compari-

son group. Neighborhoods With low-income Black families were canvassed

to collect the subject population.

. Variablei being used to study family connectedness include the use
of household and'Social.network for support, access to and,useof.community

--resources.,:_and...ehildrearing_coping_style.Parental_knowleige variables
are normative developmental knowledge perceptions of infant mental qr

psychomotor deVelopment.

- All data are not yet collected but preliminary collection and analysis

have presented some interesting findings. v.

Mothers interviewed had an average age of exactly 18 with infants at

the time of the interview being 20.months old.

Of all the mothers, 38% lived alone orwith,a male partner, and desig-
nated themselves as principal Caregiver in the hdusehold. Twenty three

percent of the mothers lived with another adult female but remained the

principal caregiver of the infant.: Thirty six percent lived with another
female and this other female was designated as the principal caregiver, or

the two disagreed on this designation.

The number of females in the social network has a positive relationship
to the infants' score or the Ba)q.ey Tests, with motor development being more

related than the mental development. The more emotionally responsive and

1Funded in part by ACYF Grant #90 -C -1761.
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more verbally stimulating the teen mother is observed to be, the better

her infant develops. -
.

A larger number of females predict.a 'higher infant score. The .

number of relatives in the network has a positive relationship to the

teenage mother's knowledge of child development while an increase in

'lumber of friPAs has a negative relationship to the same Variable. It

may be that a system of reciprocity of everyday help which extends too

far, including too many friends, drains the mother of her resouNces,
leaving her perhaps less time and energy for learning about and under--

standing her own infant.

A teen mother's igh score on the knowledge of child development

It* measures is relate lso to a high score on the HOME scale. Perhaps an

understanding of t child's developmental needs causes a change in the

mother's behavior which results in a more stimulating environment.

The data provide some evidence that certain types of social net-
works may be more supportive of Black infants' development, and suggests
that an ecological model of child development may be a more complete one.

In this ecological model, maternal behavicr continues to be an important

factor. But the Black mothers' ability to construct andmaintain linkages

with others outside the household appears to also predict how well their

infants develop.

report began: 1/79

final report: 9/80
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Education in'Parenting for Adolescent Mothers'

Doris Welcher and Rosalie gtreett

Johns Hopkins UniversiV

ABSTRACT

The objectives of this study were to: 1) assess the level of parent-
1ns-information possessed by young mothers_at the time of their'first visit
to the postnatal cqmponent of the Jafii-Hopkins.Center for School -Aged

Parents and Their Infants; 2) develop and present educational materials
through formal educational modules. and 3) measure the effectiveness of

. this educational interventioneffint to increase parenting skills and knowl-
. edge of adolescents with infants. The general hypothepis held that exposure

to.an educational program coupled with well7haby care,linddevelopmental
screening, would result in increased parenting knowledge and' ability,

The methodological design was a modified panel or succession design.
That is, one panel was followed (measured) at each pre-Selected point
-(two months, six months, and one year) along the time continuum, while the
remaining panels were measured only one time each, but at.different points
on the.continuum. The design also required a badeline assessment for com-
parative purpoies and a pretest to evaluate the suitability of themeasure-
ment instrument.

In terms of sample size, the baseline data were generated by 44 respond-
ing mothers (the "informal" group) who at two months numbered 29 with smaller
numbers at other points in time. The main panel ("formal" educational
exposure) reflected a sample of 62 at two and six months, while oply 15 had
reached their first birthday at the time of closure for the study.

The data were collected by the Center staff from mothers visiting
the Center for regular postnatal clinical appointments. The questionnaire
was administered in a group (24k-45) format by asking the mothers to read
the items from their own copy while the group leader read each question -

orally. -

The young mothers were asked how much they thought they knew about a
variety of child and adolescent developmental areas. Upon the completion of
testing of knowledge, the respondents were told the correct responses and
then asked how mucthey would lik.e to know about the same topics. The
question being tested was; Did exposure to a situation which immediately
challenged the parents' perceived knowledge serve toactivate or stimulate
a desire to improve upon this knowledge base, either to the level theyhad
previously thought they were on, or to a more advanced level of knowledge?
In general, the mothers did seek additional information. =

The mothers in the formal group received an intervention program which
depended heavily"on a values clarification process throughout the educational

ara4MIN.10 41.1 M.O. NM..

'Funded in part by ACYF Grant #90 -C -1339.
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activities. The intent was to Lalk the adolescents develop a sense of

personal responsibility and caring, for themselves and hheir child, and
' to sort out for themselves, their values and dbjsstives so that they

might plan appropriately for themselves and their infants. These concept
werenew to many cf them.

.one area measured dealt with how babies grow and develop. Half of :
the mothers compovint the "formal" panel wanted to -11..low more than they

initially thought they knew, while an additional 37% wanted to know at
A least as much. These percentages were reduced to 40% and 33% respectively

at one year. The combined percentages of the "informal" groups were 86%
at two months, 90% at- six months, and 89% at one year., That is, there was
no-reduction manifest in the scores registered by these mothers with dif-.
ferent aged children. Eighty-four percent of heterogenous "baseline
population reflected a desire to know more. Clearly, the vast majority of
all subsamples sought additional information, while the only reduction was
evidenced,by the "formal" group. Varyirg patterns were observed-in other
areas measured.

. ,

Evidence inaicites that this program is. serving the population of ado-
lescent mothersIn n effective manner. The y4iing mothers have acquired
a strong informati ase. Mueh of the arrogance that was s6 visible upon.
registration (which may have brved as a4mask for fear, anxiety and defen-
sivpness against cr ticiam of theirtparental status) has been' dissipated
and replaced 4th strong desire to be as good a parent as possible, end
with increased se f confidence that this goal can be achieved.

.1n additio to the quat4ititive evidences provided.by the,indices
presented, these you46 mothers are returning to school at an impressive
rate (85%), and while almost ell remain sexually active, the rate of re-
peate4 pregnancy .g.s impressively low; 7.5% in 12 months, and 217.pin 24
months compared with a national. figure of 25% in12 months.

project began: 10/i7
final leport: 12/79



A Study of the Use of Support Services
by Adolescent Mothers'
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ABSTRACT -

The purpose of this project was..to determine the extent to which
young mothers who had received services from one of four-member agencies
of the Florence Crittenton Division of The Child Welfare League around
the time of giving birth, and who had decided to keep their babies, were
appropriately using support services one year later. Special focus was
placed on the young mothers' present and past use of community and ,

familial, supports. The survey data were obtained through interviews with
185 young mothers who had received services from owof the four cooperat-
ing Crittenton agencies in Michigan, Texas, North Cirolina, and Ohio. In
about a third of the cases the grandmother or aemale partner also partici-
pated in the interview. interview data (collected about a year after
the yealug mother had left the agency) were supplemented by brief question-
naires completed independently by the interviewees and by demographic and
historical information obtained from the agency records.

Almost all of the clients began receiving services from the Crittenton
agencies well before their babies were born and terminated them soon after
delivery. The pregnancy-related services available, usually on the premises,
include: medical care, education, counseling, residential services, child
care and parenting classes, and family planning services. Other services
such as legal counseling are available at some sites through referrals.
The number of services used by individual clients ranged from one to nine,
with half the miners reporting use of four to six services.

1- was the young mothers' parents who'gave them the most help after
they delivered their babies. Half reported that their parents provided
financial assistance and 56% stated that their parents babysat for them.
Other types of material help from parents, such as clothing, furniture
and food, Vere mentioned by two fifths of the piiih mothers. Seventy-six
percent of the respondents were living with their'families at the time of
the interview; Thus, the rate offinancial assistance from parents is prob-
aEly underreported. Many of those not living with their parents also indi-
cr d that they got help from them After the Crittenton experience.

Twenty-two percent of the young mothers were living with a husband
or a male partner at the time of the interview and an additional Are-
ported continued contact with the baby's fathers The nature of the contact
ranged from "seeing him at school" to "dating him" and included contacts'
centered ,1 the child such as "visiting the baby and bringing him gifts."
Fortyrfoar.pprcent.of the respondents reported receiving some financial
assistance from the father (Thirty-eight percent of the mothers said they
no longer had any contact with the baby's father.) °.

'Funded in part byfACYF Grant #90 -C -1266.
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Almost all the mothers (92%) reported opportunities to see friends,

usually other young mother: with babies or peers without children. Most

were satisfied with the frequency of contact with friends, which was at

least once a week for 71% of the respondents. Neighbors also'providing

opportunities for social contact, with one third of the mothers reporting

that they often visited with neighbors,.

Although many of the mothers reported gaining helpful information
about babies from reading and watching television, they most often (43%)

relied on their own experience in caring for or observing children. Next

most frequently mentioned were classes (26%), while 15% named their own

mothers as sources of int'ormation, andll% listed literature media

sources. Physical aspects of child care were topics the mothers recalled
most often from each of these media sources.

In the year since termination of agency services, the younts,mother had

used, on the average, about six different support services in the community.
In general, Black mothers, better educated mothers and those who had had
longer periods of service at the Crittenton agency used more support ser-
vices subsequently. Most mothers had nsed medical services for themselves

and their babies and were generally satisfied with them. Sixty percent

were using methods to prevent another pregnancy. Nearly thred-quaters

of the young mothers availed themselves of some organized social or recre-

.
ational activity, with participation more common foe Black mothers and

those under 18 years of age at the child's birth. At the time of the

interview, two thirds of the young mothers were either in school or had

completed the twelfth grade.

Financial and housing needs were the most frequently mentioned major

need by about two fifths of all the respondents. Chpd care and job

related needs were reported by-more than 25'. More ihan 10% of the respond-

ents reported the following as amont their most important needs: transpor-

tation, education, material items (other than financial), and medical care.

?roject began: 10/77

final report: 4/80,
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